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Fabrication and characterization of different nanomaterials by using porous

anodic aluminum o.xide

(AAO)

were prepared by casting

templates were studied.

thin films

and wide angle X-ray diffraction
nanotubes are of low

it

was found

of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and polystyrene-Z)/ocA:-

(PS-6-PAN) within a

polyacrylonitrile

that,

Amorphous carbon nanotubes

AAO membrane followed by pyrolysis.

(WAXD) measurements

crystallinity.

When

Raman

indicate that the carbon

diblock copolymers of PS-fe-PAN were used,

nanopores were created within the nanotube walls after pyrolysis.

Nanotubes of the cylinder-forming polystyrene-Z)/ocA-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-

6-PEO) copolymer nanotubes were generated. Because of
cylindrical

PEO

the water solubility of the

microdomains and the orientation of the cylindrical

PEO

microdomains

with respect to the nanotube walls, the nanotubes were permeable to aqueous media.

Rayleigh

instabilities in thin

polymer films confined within

were studied. Thin films of PMMA were prepared by

AAO membrane with a PMMA

AAO membranes

filling cylindrical

nanopores

in

an

solution in chloroform followed by solvent evaporation.

vii

When

PMMA

the

nanotubes were annealed above the glass transition temperature

(7g),

undulations in the film thickness were observed that were induced by a Rayleigh

instability.

The amplitude of the undulations increased with time and eventually bridged

across the cylindrical nanopore in the

AAO membrane,

resulting in the formation of

polymer nanorods with periodically encapsulated holes.

A

facile route to prepare hierarchical structures

by wetting polymer

microspheres into the nanopores of AAO templates was presented. In
polystyrene (PS) microspheres were

monolayers on a

silicon wafer.

By

first

this

approach,

spread and self-assembled into well-ordered

contacting the porous

AAO template, polymer chains

wet the porous template and form short nanorods on top of the micrsopheres
thermal annealing. These hierarchical structures show ordering

which can be controlled by the

size

at

after

two length scales

of the polystyrene microspheres and the pore sizes

of the template.

The generation of one-dimensional mesoporous

silica

and

titania

nanomaterials

by using poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-

PEO)

as precursors

was described. The porous

structures

were fabricated by

evaporation induced self-assembly followed by pyrolysis. The orientation of the

mesopores

is

parallel to the channels

of the

AAO membrane.

viii
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CHAPTER

1

OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION
Thesis Overview
In recent years,

one-dimensional (1-D) nanomateriais including nanotubes,

nanowires, and nanorods have attracted significant attention due to their unique
properties and potential applications.'

oxide

(AAO) membranes,

different

By

using templates, such as anodic aluminum

1-D nanomateriais have been generated inside the

cylindrical nanopores of the templates." Template-based

straightforward routes to 1-D nanomateriais.

within which a different material

is

methods represent

The template

is

simply used as a scaffold

fabricated and shaped by the geometry of the

template. While metallic and inorganic semiconductor nanomateriais are routinely made,

the preparation of polymer and polymer-related nanomateriais using templates has not
'*

been exploited.^
In this thesis,

related nanomateriais

we

study the fabrication and characterization of different polymer-

by using porous templates. The templates

aluminum oxide (AAO) templates because of

we chose were

anodic

the regular pore distribution, high pore

density, and high aspect ratio of the pores. ^ Different nanomateriais such as

amorphous

carbon nanotubes, amphiphilic block copolymer nanotubes, and porous inorganic
materials were fabricated by using

AAO templates. We also studied the

instabilities

of

polymer nanomateriais under confinement within the cylindrical pores. Moreover, the

AAO template

is

used to generate hierarchical structures by the wetting of polymer

microspheres.

1

The

first

chapter describes the overview of this thesis and the introduction of the

template method.

Commonly

AAO templates will

used templates such as ion-track-etched membranes and

be discussed. The preparation of

AAO templates by the second

anodization method will also be described in more detail. In addition, the wetting

phenomenon and

different wetting regimes, according to the spreading coefficient, will

be explained.
In the

second chapter,

we

focus on the generation of uniformly aligned

amorphous carbon nanotubes by the wetting and sequential pyrolysis of polyacrylonitrile

(PAN) and

polystyrene-Z)/ocA:-polyacrylonitrile

Raman and wide

angle X-ray diffraction

nanotubes are of low

crystallinity.

(PS-^-PAN) using

(WAXD)

AAO templates.^

measurements indicate

that the carbon

The thickness of the carbon nanotube walls can be

controlled by either changing the concentration of the precursor solution or by using

multiple wetting and pyrolysis steps.

it

was found

that,

When

diblock copolymers of PS-Z?-PAN were used,

nanopores were created within the nanotube wall

after pyrolysis.

The

carbon nanotubes were used to create carbon coated nanorods of polystyrene-Z)/ocA:polybutadiene (PS-/)-PBD).
In the third chapter,

we

describe the generation of cylinder- forming polystyrene-

6/ocA^-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-fe-PEO) copolymer nanotubes using the

as wetting templates.^

nanopores of an

The PS-ft-PEO

solution

was introduced

AAO membranes

into the cylindrical

AAO membrane by the capillary force and polymeric nanotubes formed

after solvent evaporation.

Owing

to the water solubility

microdomains and the orientation of the cylindrical
the nanotube walls, the nanotubes

were permeable

2

of the cylindrical

PEO

to

PEO

microdomains with respect

aqueous media. PS-6-PEO

to

nanotubes were also prepared on the interior walls of amorphous carbon nanotubes

CNTs). Because of the unique water permeability of the
for the functionalizing the interior

we

In the fourth chapter,

confined within

of the a-CNTs

is

PEO

microdomains, an avenue

enabled.

study the Rayleigh instabilities

AAO membranes.^ Thin films of PMMA

cylindrical nanopores in an

When

the

were prepared by

instability.

in

filling

chloroform

PMMA nanotubes were annealed above the

glass transition temperature (Tg), undulations in the film thickness

were induced by a Rayleigh

polymer films

in thin

AAO membrane with a PMMA solution

followed by solvent evaporation.

(a-

were observed

that

The amplitude of the undulations increased with

time and eventually bridged across the cylindrical nanopore

in the

AAO membrane,

resulting in the formation of polymer nanorods with periodically encapsulated holes.

similar behavior

was observed when

nanotubes (CNTs). The Rayleigh

means of controlling and

PMMA films were confined within carbon

instabilities in these

In the fifth chapter,

may have

we

confined geometries offer a novel

polymer nanostructures. These

fabricating the

compartmentalized nanorods

potential applications as delivery devices.

present a facile route to prepare hierarchical structures by

wetting polymer microspheres into the nanopores of
polystyrene (PS) microspheres were

monolayers on a

silicon wafer.

A

first

AAO

templates. In this approach,

spread and self-assembled into well-ordered

By contacting

the porous

AAO

template, polymer chains

wet the porous template and form short nanorods on top of the micrsopheres
annealing. These hierarchical structures

show ordering

at

two length

scales

after thermal

which can be

controlled by the size of the polystyrene microspheres and the pore sizes of the template.

Furthermore,

different

annealing time

and temperatures were used to control the

3

topography of these structures. The surface properties such as wetting
hierarchical surfaces

The
and

titania

would be

of these

interesting to investigate.

sixth chapter describes the generation

of one-dimensional mesoporous

silica

nanomaterials by using poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-

poly(ethylene oxide)

(PEO-PPO-PEO)

inorganic precursors were

force.

abilities

The porous

drawn

structures

as precursors.

into the

The precursor

nanopores of the

solutions

AAO templates by

mixed with
capillary

were fabricated by evaporation induced self-assembly

followed by pyrolysis. The pyrolysis process was used to degrade the polymer template

and increase the

is

crystallinity

parallel to the channels

of the inorganic materials. The orientation of the mesopores

of the

AAO membrane.

The nanopores of these

nanomaterials are more ordered than the nanopores

made

in the

silica

case of titania because of

the intrinsic difficulty of using titania. Porous silica and titania have several potential

applications because of the high surface area. For example, porous titania could have

potential application as the electron transporting materials for photovoltaic devices.

With

such controlled structure characteristics, the as-prepared one-dimensional mesoporous
silica

and

titania nanostructures

can also be further utilized to incorporate other desired

materials within the mesopores with the intention of forming functional and operational

nanocomposites.
This thesis demonstrates the ability of using porous templates to fabricate
different nanomaterials

and study the confinement

effect.

The

final chapter will

conclusion of this thesis and suggest ideas for future directions.

4

draw

Background
Template Method

Many methods have been developed

for generating nanomaterials in the past

twenty years, ranging from milling techniques to chemical and lithographic methods.'^

These methods, however, have poor control over the

final

morphologies of the produced

nanostructures. In comparison to other methods, the template

powerflil approach for preparing nanomaterials. '°

method

is

The template method

proving to be a
entails the

generation of the desired material within the pores or channels of a nanoporous template.

Various porous templates such as anodic aluminum oxide templates and ion-tract-etched

membranes

are employed.

Since the templates consist of cylindrical pores of uniform diameter,

monodisperse nanocylinders of the desired material, whose dimensions can be carefully
controlled, are obtained in high yield within the pores of the template material.

advantage of the template method

is

that,

Another

during synthesis, the placement and dimensions

of different components of the nanomaterials can be controlled. Depending on the
material, the chemistry of the pores wall, and other operating parameters, these

nanocylinders

may be

solid (a nanorod) or

hollow (a nanotube). The nanostructures can

remain inside the pores of the templates or they can be freed and collected by selectively

removing the template. Alternatively, they can protrude from the surface

like the bristles

of a brush. This template method has been used to prepare both nanotubes and nanowires

composed of conductive polymers,

metals, semiconductors, and other materials on a

nanoscopic scale.'°

5

Figure

1.1

Schematic plot of using template method to generate nanomaterials.

Figure
Figure

1.1 is

1.1

describes the basic idea of using the template method. At the top of

the side view of a porous template. Different precursor materials, such as

polymers, can be introduced into the nanopores of the templates by wetting or
evaporation on the walls of the template. The surface energy of the wall (for example:

aluminum oxide)

is

usually high and the precursor materials cover the surface of the

walls to reduce the surface energy by a simple wetting process. After forming the desired

morphologies by annealing or other techniques, the nanomaterials inside the template can
be stabilized. Finally, the nanomaterials can be released and collected by removing the
template selectively.

6

2

Various materials

copolymer

films,

like glass,

mica, zeolites, nanoporous solids, and block

have been used as templates for the generation of nanotubes and

nanowires, but ion-track-etched membranes and anodic aluminum oxide
templates are the most

commonly

(AAO)

used.

lon-Track-Etched Membranes
Ion-track etched

membranes

are commercially available as filters in a

variety of pore sizes and the science of ion-track templates

is

wide

well developed." They are

usually prepared from either polycarbonate or polyester thin films with pore diameters

ranging from

1

0 to 2000 nm. However, a number of other materials (for example: mica)
1

are also applicable to the track-etch process.

The

track-etch

method involves

bombarding a sheet of the desired material (standard thickness range from 6

to

20 |im)

with nuclear fission fragments. These ions create randomly spaced damage tracks through
the

membranes

that can be chemically etched to

remove

the

damage path leaving

nanodimesional holes that transverse the membrane.'^

The

resulting porous

membranes contain randomly

distributed cylindrical pores of

uniform diameter (as small as 10 nm). Pore densities approaching 10^ pores per square
centimeter can be obtained. Such

membranes

are often called nuclear track filters or

screen membranes. The structure of track-etched

frequency discharge plasma

porosities,

in air.

membranes can be modified by a high-

However, these track-etched membranes have low

and the pores are randomly distributed across the membrane surface.

addition, the

random nature of pore formation during

7

this process

can result

In

in a large

number of intersecting pores
sizes

that will iiarmfuliy affect the

homogeneity, number, and

of the synthesized nanomaterials.

Anodic Aluminum Oxide Templates
Another important template

is

anodic aluminum oxide

prepared electrochemical ly from aluminum metal.

main templates

in this thesis.

The popularity of the

The

template which

is

We chose AAO membranes as our

AAO template is because of its

exceptional thermal stabilities, ease of fabrication, and
the pore diameter and pore length.

(AAO)

AAO template

its

is

versatility as far as controlling

widely used for the formation of

metallic and semiconductor nanowires, and even carbon nanotube transistors.

The
in a

AAO templates typically

contain high porosities, and the pores are arranged

hexagonal array. Pore densities as high as lO" pores per square centimeter can be

achieved, and typical

tract-etch

membrane

thickness can range from 10 to 100 |im.'^ Unlike the

membranes, these pores have

little

resulting in a non-connecting pore structure.

or no

tilt

with respect to the surface normal

Although such membranes are sold

commercially, only a very limited number of pore diamters are available. Figure

SEM
The

1

.2 is

image of a commercial anodic aluminum oxide membrane (Whatman Anodisc

size

is

not very regular and the size distribution

8

is

relatively large

(100-400 nm).

a

13).

Figure

1

.2

A

scanning electron microscopy

membrane (Whatman Anodisc

Fortunately,

(SEM) image of the

13).

AAO templates of many diameters (5-267nm) can be synthesized
Masuda and co-workers

following the two-step anodization process established by

which nanosized pores are grown

in

interest as a self-assembled template.

process for the fabrication of the

membrane

The schematic

AAO template

of high purity aluminum

in

an insulating oxide film of alumina.'^ The

anodization of aluminum to form a nanoporous

thin sheet

top view of a commercial

is first

is

plot

shown

is

of intense technological

of the second anodization
in

Figure

1

.3.

In this process, a

annealed and then subjected to an

electropolishing solution (a mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol), which removes the

top layers of aluminum oxide on the surface, leaving

Subsequently, the polished aluminum

is

it

with a mirrorlike shine.

subjected to an anodization step

in

an acidic

electrolyte solution, like sulfuric acid (H2SO4), oxalic acid (H2C2O4), or phosphoric acid

(H3P04).'^ The sheet

layer,

is

then placed in a chromate solution to remove the barrier oxide

and a second anodization

aluminum can

is

performed

also be selectively removed.

in the

same

acidic solution. Finally the

The mechanism of forming ordered

9

hexagonal pore arrays was proposed by Gosele and coworkers.'^ They proposed that the

mechanical stress

at the

metal/oxide interface due to volume expansion of the aluminum

during oxidation cause repulsive forces between the neighboring pores which promote
the formation of the ordered hexagonal pore arrays.

Side view

Electro-polishing

Figure

1

.3

2nd anodization

Etching

Is! anodization

Schematic plot of the second anodization method for anodic aluminum oxide

templates.

Highly ordered porous alumina has a porosity of
densities of

10%

with very high pore

lO" pores per square centimeter."^ The dimensions of the

AAO templates can

be easily controlled by changing the anodization condition.'^ The template thickness

is

dependent, for example, on the time of anodization, with longer anodizations resulting

in

thicker templates. These thicker templates allow nanomaterials with longer lengths to be

synthesized. In addition, different pore diameters from 5 to 300

nm can

be produced by

varying the composition and concentration of the acidic electrolyte solution and the
temperature and voltage of the anodization. Figure

10

1

.4a

and

1

.4b

show

the top view and

8

side

view of a synthesized

AAO template wliich was anodized

in oxalic

acid at 40V. This

template contains regular and hexagonally packed pores with the pore size of 40 nm.

.4 SEM images of synthesized alumina oxide membranes in oxalic acid for 40V:
view of a synthesized membranes (d~ 40 nm); (b) side view of a synthesized
membrane (d ~ 40 nm).

Figure

1

(a) top

For different electrolytes the typical pore diameters increase from 5-33
sulfuric acid

(H2SO4)

to

30-70

nm

for oxalic acid (H2C2O4),

phosphoric acid (H3PO4), depending on the voltage.
increases with increasing voltage by

shown

1

in

Figure

1.5.

the

nm/V and

8

studies follow anodization by pore widening in

process (pore widening) by

50-267

nm

the pore spacing by 2.5

Sometimes these pore diameters

membrane and remove any

1

in solution

for

for

The pore diameter growth

These values are obscured by changes

electrolyte concentration.

many

.29

1

1

and

nm

rate

nm/V

as

temperature and

are also overstated because

H3PO4

to

improve the uniformity of

residual oxide at the pore bottom. This selectively etching

H3PO4

is

often used to adjust the pore sizes from

nm.
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1

5 to 100

500
sulfuric acid

E
c

o
u
c

2 250
o
Q.

c
0

50

100

I

150

Anodic voltage

Figure

1

.5

(V)

Plot of the relationship between the anodic voltage and the center-to-center

interpore distances.'^

Wetting of Porous Templates

Most of this

thesis focuses

on the fabrication of different nanomaterials by wetting

the pore walls of the templates. For the wetting of a solid substrate with a liquid, different

wetting regimes can be classified according to the spreading coefficient S, which

is

defined by"'

s=
where, /sc,

Vsl,

and y represent the solid-gas, solid-liquid, and liquid-gas

tensions, respectively.

substrate

(1-1)

j^G- rsi- r

S measures

the interfacial energy difference

and the substrate covered with a film of

liquid. If

5"

>

0,

interfacial

between the bare

complete wetting will

occur and a liquid droplet will spread spontaneously on the solid substrate until a

complete coverage of the substrate with a thin liquid film

is

achieved. If

5<

0,

a liquid

drop deposited on the solid substrate will spread partially and eventually reach an
equilibrium shape with a finite contact angle,

12

0^.

defined by Young's equation: cos^c

=

(TSl

-

Wetting, in the case of a negative spreading coefficient,

^Sg)//-

is

called partial

wetting.

Similar to the case of a

flat solid substrate,

two wetting regimes

(partial wetting

and

complete wetting) are observed when nanoporous alumina membranes are wetted by

polymer melts."

In the partial wetting regime, the cylindrical

regarded as nanosized capillary,

action.

Upon

is

gradually filled with polymer melts via capillary

cooling to a temperature lower than the glass transition temperature or the

crystallization

temperature of the polymer, polymer melts will solidify within the

nanopores and polymeric nanorods are produced.
action

is

nanopore, which can be

important signature of capillary

of the resultant nanorods there should be a meniscus, from which

that at the tip

the contact angle

An

between the polymer melt and the inner wall of cylindrical nanopore of

alumina membrane can be determined.'^ In the complete wetting regime, the precursor
''4

film will form and spread on the inner wall of nanopores in alumina

membranes."

Complete coverage of the inner wall of cylindrical nanopores by a precursor film can be
achieved very quickly, as compared to the slow capillary

alumina nanopores
nanopore
will be

is

in

larger than

the partial wetting regime.

rise

of polymer melts within the

If the diameter

two times of the thickness of precursor

film,

of the cylindrical

hollow nanotubes

produced upon quenching.

Zhang

et

al.

have studied the wetting behavior of polystyrene melts using

nanoporous alumina membranes as templates by systematically changing the annealing
temperature and polymer molecular weight."
action to the formation of a precursor film,

A

wetting transition,

i.e.

from capillary

was observed when the annealing temperature

increased, as revealed by the resultant polymeric nanostructures generated at different

13

annealing

temperatures.

annealing temperature

regime

(i.e.,

is

The

transition

of the wetting mechanism with

related to the transition

from the

partial to

complete wetting

the spreading coefficient changes from negative to positive).

found that the temperature for the wetting transition

is

increasing

It

was

also

dependent on the polymer

molecular weight. Thus, tailored polymeric nanostructures (nanorod or nanotube) can be
obtained via wetting alumina

membranes with polymer melts simply by

annealing temperature. The large difference

(partial

in

wetting rate of two wetting regimes

and complete wetting) was also successfully used

different molecular weights.

14

controlling the

to fractionate polystyrenes with

.
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CHAPTER 2

AMORPHOUS CARBON NANOTUBES WITH TUNABLE PROPERTIES VIA
TEMPLATE WETTING
Introduction
Since their discovery by lijima

explored for their use

in 1991,'

in field effect transistors,"

electrodes for flat panel displays."*

Among the

carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been

hydrogen storage and

field

strategies for the fabrication

template techniques have been demonstrated to be effective and

CNTs

emission

of CNTs,

with uniform

diameter and length have been synthesized." Template methods have been widely used
for preparing micro-

is

the

most widely used procedure

and aligned

CNTs

for

template-method based-CNTs. Uniformly sized

required for electronic applications have been synthesized in

nanotemplates, such as anodic aluminum oxide

However,

CVD for CNT synthesis generally

(AAO) membranes,

requires the

separation of catalysts from the nanotube products

CNTs

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

and nanostructured materials.^

of various

sizes

and

would be

8'

9

'

catalyst

and the

'

is

usually problematic."^'

and

mechanism. An alternate approach

crystallinities

CVD. 5

embedding of a

are highly crystalline, conducting or semiconducting,

are limited due to the growth

via

their sizes

'

In general,

and structures

for the creation

of CNTs

desirable.

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-containing precursors can be used to generate carbon

structures, with ca.

36 wt

heating to 1000 °C

in

% of carbon yield after thermal stabilization and subsequent

an inert atmosphere.'" Different PAN-based materials have been

extensively explored as carbon precursors'^ and are

carbon

fibers.'''

'^

copolymer allows

commonly used

Recent work has shown that incorporating
for the replication

PAN

in industry to

into a diblock

of the microphase-separated structure

17

into a

make

carbonaceous template. '^
stabiHzation process

pyrolysis at

'^

In order to achieve a

commonly used

in

carbonaceous structure, a thermal

the manufacturing of carbon fibers'^

is

prior to

600 °C or above.

Here,

we

describe a simple route to prepare

CNTs

via solution wetting of

nanotemplates with PAN-containing polymers. Wetting methods have been used to make
different

polymer nanotubes'^ and nanorods.^

"°

Nanotubes of PAN and PS-/)-PAN (PS:

CNTs

polystyrene) were used as carbon precursors that, after pyrolysis, generate

distinctly different properties.

The length and outer diameter of the CNTs can be

manipulated by controlling the shape of the

CNTs

with

AAO template.

The wall thickness of the

can be changed by using different concentrations of the precursor solution or by

repeated filling and pyrolysis.

PAN

CNT precursors, where the phase

and PS-Z)-PAN polymers were studied

separation of PS-/)-PAN

was used

for their use as

to generate

nanoporous CNTs.

Experimental
Materials

PAN homopolymer was purchased from

Polymer Source with number average

molecular weight (Mn) and weight average molecular weights (Mw) of 14.4 kg/mol and
15.7 kg/mol, respectively.

PS-6-PAN, with a volume

fraction

of PAN

ca.

60%, was

prepared by sequential anionic and atom transfer radical polymerization techniques"' and

had a

total

Mw of 5.3

kg/mol as characterized by

as characterized using

NMR spectroscopy, and MJMn =

DMF gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) versus PS

Polystyrene-/)-polybutadiene (PS-Z)-PBD)

1

standards.

was purchased from Polymer Source. The

18

.26,

repeat period of the PS-Zj-PBD, with

volume

fraction

The

of PBD

in

40

V

in

in 0.3

1.03),

was

17.6 nm.

pore diameter ca.

1

The

50-400 nm) were

The synthesized templates were prepared according

Ltd.

First, a

high-purity

acetone and rinsed

was electropolished
at

'^

(MJMr, -

copolymer was 0.53.

in this

Whatman

published methods.'"

anodized

18.4 kg/mol

AAO membranes (thickness ~ 60 /jm,

purchased from

degreased

Mi =

aluminum sheet (99.99%,

a perchloric acid/ethanol mixture at 4 "C.

M oxalic acid at

anodization was performed for 8

mm thick) was

an ethanol solution. Subsequently, the aluminum sheet

in

oxide film was chemically etched

0.5

to

in a

7

1

°C

The aluminum

for 12 h. After the resultant

sheet

was

aluminum

mixture of phosphochromic acid, a second

h.

Carbon Nanotube Array Fabrications
The carbon nanotubes were

AAO membrane with PAN

or

fabricated via solution wetting of the nanopores in the

PS-6-PAN, followed by

AAO membranes to make carbon tubes
PS-6-PAN

solutions in anhydrous

a commercial or synthesized
solution and the solution

dried at 150 °C under

top surface of the

PAN
the

is

shown

in

pyrolysis.

The procedure using

Figure 2.1. Several drops of PAN or

DMF were dropped onto the glass

slides.

Subsequently,

AAO membrane was placed on top of this precursor

was drawn

vacuum

into the pores via capillary action.

for 12 h.

The

thin layer

membrane was removed by oxygen

The sample was

of polymer film remaining on the
reactive ion etching.

PAN

was pyrolyzed under nitrogen atmosphere. After 30 min of stabilization

polymer/AAO composite was heated

at

(heating rate 20 °Cmin'') to 600 °C for

followed by cooling to room temperature (10 min). The
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or PS-b-

250 °C,

1

h,

AAO template was dissolved

with 5 wt

% NaOH(aq) for 4 h, and the tubes were repeatedly washed with methanol and

water.

PS-ft-PBD Nanorods inside

To
toluene

place the PS-Z>-PBD inside the

was

cast onto a glass slide.

CNTs,

a 5 wt

CNT

% solution of the copolymer in

The copolymer film was dried

at

90 °C

for 2 days.

An

AAO membrane, with 60 nm diameter-pore walls containing the fabricated CNTs, was
placed on top of the PS-fe-PBD copolymer film and heated to

days.

To ensure

1

50 °C under vacuum for 2

intimate contact with the molten copolymer film, a small weight

placed on top of the

CNT/AAO

composite. The PS-/)-PBD melt was drawn into the pores

of the composite by capillary force. After removing the

AAO membrane with 5

NaOH(aq), the CNT/PS-ft-PBD composite was stained with 2 wt
tetraoxide for

TEM

was

wt

%

% solution of osmium

studies.

Structure Analysis and Characterization of Carbon Nanotubes

The microscopic

features of the samples

model scanning electron microscope (SEM)
field transmission electron

FX TEM

at

were investigated using a

an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Bright

microscopy (TEM) studies were conducted with a

operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. For

samples were sonicated

in ethanol for

TEM

JEOL 2000

observation, the

10 min and placed onto copper grids. Formvar-

coated and non-Formvar-coated copper grids were used for
characterization of the structure and crystallinity of the

spectroscopy were used.

JEOL 6320

TEM

CNTs,

observation. For further

WAXD and Raman

WAXD was recorded on an X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka
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radiation (1 .542

A

at

)

an applied voltage of 40

kV and

a current of 30

spectroscopy was used with an excitation wavelength of 632.8

nm

mA. Micro-Raman

of He-Ne

laser.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.1 Diagram of carbon nanotube creation based on the carbonization of PAN
within a porous

AAO membrane.

The preparation of CNTs involves a

facile 4-step process, (see Figure 2.1

formamide (DMF) were placed onto a glass

solutions in dimethyl

Via strong capillary

forces, the precursor solution

within seconds. After removal of the solvent,

onto the walls of the
the presence of air,

like

polymer

atmosphere

AAO membrane.

which converts the

PAN

600 °C

substrate.

The tubes were

PAN

stabilized at

microdomains

to convert the tubes into a
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was drawn

into the

nanopores

or PS-ft-PAN films were deposited

that stabilizes the nanostructure.'^ Pyrolysis

at

PAN

AAO membrane was placed on top of the

Subsequently, a commercial or synthesized

solution.

).

250 °C

for

30 min

in

into a cross-linked, ladder-

was

carried out under nitrogen

carbonaceous structure and

to

remove

the polystyrene. After

CNTs were

dissolving the template.

electron microscopy

CNTs were

synthesized inside the template, they were released by

The microstructures of the CNTs were studied by scanning

(SEM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The resulting

found to be amorphous

wide angle X-ray diffraction

after characterization

by Raman spectroscopy and

(WAXD).

Figure 2.2 Electron micrographs of PAN based

CNTs

using

AAO membrane as a

image of bundles of nanotube aggregates from commercial AAO
membrane {d ~ 1 50-400 nm); (b) magnified view of SEM image of one carbon nanotube
from commercial AAO membrane (at the tip, a hole can be seen.); (c) SEM image of
CNTs from synthesized AAO membrane {d ~ 60 nm); (d) TEM image of PAN based
CNTs from commercial AAO membrane.

template: (a)

SEM
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Figure 2.2a and 2.2b

the

show

SEM

AAO template using NaOH(aq).

nm, corresponding

images from PAN-based

CNTs

The tube diameter of CNTs ranged from

to the diameters

of the pores

in the

AAO membrane.

aspect ratio and flexibility, and since the walls of the tubes are thin, the
collapse together after removal of the template. Even so, the

easily characterized

2.2b),

we can

by

after dissolving

SEM. From

the magnified

SEM

CNTs

Due

50

1

to

400

to their high

CNTs

tend to

are distinct and are

image of a single

CNT (Figure

see that the tubes are hollow.

AAO membranes can be created with uniform pore sizes and distributions,""'
unlike the commercially available

AAO membranes, which have tapered pores and

polydisperse pore sizes. The dimension of the template can be tuned by using different

anodization conditions."

sized

CNTs. Figure

using synthesized

2.2c

the

TEM

shows the

in size

internal structure

image of PAN based

of the

is

CNTs

SEM

used to produce uniformly

images of CNTs based on the pyrolysis of PAN

The CNTs

are hexagonally

and length.

of the

The outer surface of the CNTs
thickness

AAO membranes can be

AAO templates (pore diameter, d ~ 60 nm).

packed and are uniform

The

These

CNTs was

CNTs
is

investigated by

using a commercial

TEM.

Figure

2. 2d

shows

AAO membrane as a template.

smooth and the inner surface

is

relatively rough.

The

uniform from the top to the bottom of the CNTs, showing that the formation

is

uniform along the pores of the template. Ringlike ribs are observed along

the tube axis periodically in the

TEM

image. These arise from the evaporation of the

solvent and the pinning of the solution to the

the carbon tubes prepared here

is

AAO membrane walls.^'* The appearance of

similar to the
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bamboo-shaped

CNTs

fabricated by

Figure 2.3 Electron micrographs of PS-b-PAN based porous

membrane

CNTs

using

AAO

SEM

image of bundles of nanotubes aggregates from a
commercial AAO membrane (d ~ 150-400 nm); (b) magnified view of SEM image of one
carbon nanotube from a commercial AAO membrane (at the end of the tip, a hole can be
seen.); (c) TEM image of a porous carbon nanotube.
as a template: (a)

The solution-based approach can

PAN. Thin

film studies

which was retained

also be used to create nanotubes using PS-b-

of PS-Z)-PAN from

TEM

after pyrolysis.^' Figure 2.3a

24

suggest a cylindrical morphology

and 2.3b are the

SEM

images of CNTs

from PS-^)-PAN

solutions.

similar to those from

to be

The shape and length

PAN-based CNTs. From TEM,

nanoporous. Figure 2.3c

CNTs

scale

using the commercial

is

the

TEM

CNTs

of the PS-^)-PAN based

the PS-Z)-PAN-based

CNTs

look

are seen

image of CNTs from the PS-6-PAN-based

AAO membrane.

The diblock copolymer

retains

its

microphase-separated morphology after forming the tube, and the PS microdomains are

removed, forming pores upon pyrolysis.^'

(b)

1

800

1000

330 cm'

1200

1400

Raman

1600

1800

2000

Shifts

WAXD

Figure 2.4
pattern (a) and Raman spectrum (b) of PAN based CNTs from
commercial AAO membrane {d~ 150-400 nm). The sample was stabilized at 250 °C for
30 min under air and pyrolyzed at 600 °C for Ih under nitrogen.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the pyrolyzed PAN-based
at

Bragg-spacings of 0.54 and 0.36

the distance between

nm

(Figure 2.4a). The 0.36

CNTs show

nm

two superimposed planes of a graphite-like

corresponding distance

in

pure graphite

is

known

to be 3.35 A.'^

rings located

spacing corresponds to

structure.

The

The

larger spacing in

the diffraction pattern arises from a disordered structure of carbon. Nitrogen and other

25

heteroatoms on the aromatic rings due to insufficient pyrolysis

producing local defects, resulting

in

a disordered structure.

may

play a role in

27

The Raman spectrum (Figure 2.4b) of the CNTs shows two absorption bands. The
spectrum

is

very similar to those reported

spectrum shows a characteristic band

at

("G-band") and a broader band centered

in the literature for

carbon fibers" The

1580 cm"', corresponding

to a graphitic species

1330 cm"', corresponding

at

to a sp^

The

G

band

neighboring carbon atoms

in

opposite directions in a graphitic sheet that

species ("D-band")."^

frequency E^g
templated

first

CNTs

at

1580 cm"' represents the movement of two

mode. The low peak

have a lower

carbon

intensity ratio

is

the high

of I(G)/1(D) indicates that the

crystallinity than graphite sheets."^

agree with the X-ray diffraction results, indicating that the
pyrolysis temperatures and better stabilization conditions

CNTs

may

The Raman

results

are amorphous. Higher

increase the crystallinity of

PAN-based CNTs.^°

One of the advantages of the

solution-based method

control (diameter, length, and uniformity of the

CNTs

of the

solutions.

the

same

CNTs.

CNTs).

is

the ease of the structure

In addition, the wall thicknesses

can also be controlled by using different concentrations of the precursor

The nanopores were
stabilization

filled

with

1

and

1

5

wt

% precursor polymer solutions and

and pyrolysis conditions were applied for the preparation of the

TEM analyisis shows that higher concentrations of the polymer solutions result in

thicker polymer nanotubes,

which create thicker
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CNTs

(see Figure 2.5).

PAN

TEM

images of PAN based carbon nanotubes using different concentration of
solution from commercial AAO membrane {d ~ 50-400 nm): (a) 1 wt %, and (b)

Figure 2.5

1

wt %. After drying at 50 °C under vacuum for 2 li, the sample was stabilized at 250
"C for 30 min under air and pyrolysis at 600 °C for h under nitrogen. Thicker walls were
observed for CNTs from higher precursor PAN solution.
1

5

1

1

I

Figure 2.6

TEM

images of PAN based

within a commercial
filling.

The same concentration of PAN

refilling step After

under

CNTs

AAO membrane {d ~

air

each

and pyrolysis

three times of filling

after multiple filling

150-400nm):

solution (10

I

time

and pyrolysis steps
filling,

and (b)

3 times

% in DMF) was used for each

sample was stabilized at 250 °C for 30 min
600 °C for Ih under nitrogen. Thicker walls were observed for

refilling step, the
at

wt

(a)

compared

to

one time

filling.
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CNTs

Another method for the control of the wall thickness of the
the deposition and pyrolysis processes several times.

solution (10 wt

was

by repeating

The same concentration of PAN

% in DMF) was used each time the pores were refilled. The first layer of

CNTs was formed
solution

is

was then

via the previously described pyrolysis at

cast onto the

repeated. This process

600 °C

for

1

h.

A PAN

AAO membrane containing the CNTs, and the pyrolysis

was repeated up

to three times

and analyzed by

TEM (see

Figure 2.6). Thicker walls were observed after each step.

The CNTs synthesized here

are useful as

have excellent uniformity and a high-aspect

morphology of block copolymers under
membranes.^

'^^
'

ratio.

b-PBD block copolymer

is

CNTs

investigated the

CNTs

as the template and introduced a PS-

Figure 2.7 shows the

TEM

PBD

morphology with a repeat period of lo ~

PBD are

cylindrical confinement

seen with

it

similar to those seen using

the

CNTs

is

PBD

clear that

1

7.6

nm,

state,

CNTs,

alternating

CNT. Given

The beauty of this simple

in the individual
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the

that are

result

CNTs from coming

retained. In addition, to attain the

PS-Z)-PBD

measured by

PS-Z>-PBD forms concentric cylinders

have prevented the PS-6-PBD
is

as

located at the inner wall of the

AAO as template.^''

and the confined morphology

image of PS-6-PBD

microdomains. In the bulk

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Under the confinement of the

PS and

AAO

{d ~ 60 nm). The confined copolymer was stained

enhance the contrast of the

exhibits a lamellar

layers of

since they

small and incommensurate with the block

in the melt.^''^"

nanorods inside the amorphous
to

we

cylindrical confinement using

copolymer period. Here, we used PAN-based

Os04

Recently,

CNTs templates

The imposed curvature of the template can produce unusual

morphologies when the pore diameter

with

amorphous

in

is

that

contact

TEM results the OSO4

staining could be carried out with the

copolymer confined and no special embedding

procedures were necessary to perform the experiment.

Figure 2.7

TEM

image of PS-Z?-PBD nanorod inside

CNTs (J~ 60

nm).

CNTs/AAO
CNTs

composite was placed on top of PS-Z)-PBD film and PS-^-PBD was driven into
capillary action at

by

5

wt

1

50 °C under vacuum for 2 days. After removing the

by

AAO membrane

% NaOH (aq), the CNTs/PS-Z)-PBD composite was stained with 2 wt % solution

of osmium tetraoxide.

Conclusions

A
Since the

template-assisted

CNTs

controlled.

method has been introduced

to fabricate

amorphous CNTs.

reproduce the original template, their diameters and lengths can be easily

The wall thicknesses of the CNTs can

also be readily controlled by changing

the concentration of the precursor solution or by repeated deposition/pyrolysis cycles.

Under the current experimental conditions, a

rib-like structure

is

seen along the nanotube

axis arising from the solvent evaporation.

The nanotubes can
Such porous

CNTs

also be

made porous by using PS-6-PAN block copolymers.

have potential applications as separation devices for biomaterials or

29

nanoscopic materials. The

CNTs

in this

study were found to be amorphous from

spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. However, the graphitization level of the

expected to increase by adjusting processing conditions,
temperature.

The CNTs can

in particular the

Raman

CNTs

is

pyrolysis

also be used as a shrouding to confine other materials, as

was

demonstrated with block copolymers where a morphology change was shown.
This template replication method

is

a simple, versatile technique for the structural

control of various types of materials. This versatility will

make

the systematic study of

the properties of CNTs with varying crystallinity obtainable. Various nanostructured

CNT materials are

under preparation and their electronic and mechanical properties are

being examined.
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CHAPTER 3

TEMPLATED NANOSTRUCTURED

PS-fi-PEO

NANOTUBES

Introduction

The use of self-assembly

to fabricate nanometer-scale structures has attracted

great interests over the past decade.'"^ in particular, self-assembly of block copolymers

(BCPs) has received much

attention because

of the formation of various nanostructures

including spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae.'*

BCPs

the nanostructures formed by

are dictated

^

The shape,

size,

and ordering of

by the volume fraction of the

components, the strength of segmental interactions, and the molecular weight.^'^ Most
studies of block

copolymer self-assembly have focused on planar surfaces. Recently, the

self-assembly of BCPs,

nanofibers, has attracted

methods,

confined geometries, such as nanotubes, nanorods, and

in

more

like templating,^

templates, such as anodic

'^

attention.

These nanostructures have been made by various

self-assembly,'^"'^ and electrospinning.""

"'

By using

aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes, block copolymer

nanorods and nanotubes have been generated inside the cylindrical nanopores of the
templates and, with a

weak base

or acid, can easily be

removed from the template. For

example, nanorods of polystyrene-^)/oc^-polybutadiene (PS-Z)-PBD) and polystyrene6/ocA:-poly(methylmethacrylate) (PS-Z)-PMMA) have been successfully prepared within

AAO membranes and morphological changes under cylindrical nanoconfinement have
been

studied.'""'"*

Novel morphologies such as helices and stacked

toroids,

which are not

accessible in the bulk, were obtained in the nanorods due to the forced curvature and

confinement-induced entropy

'

loss.

"""

In addition, nanotubes

of polystyrene-^>/oc^-

polyacrylonitrile (PS-/)-PAN) and polystyrene-Z)/ocA^-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-^)-P4VP)
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A AO membranes

were prepared within

and were used to generate nanoporous carbon

Although porous nanotubes can be generated by using block copolymers,

nanotubes."

the ability to use these nanotubes for delivery or other release purposes has been

relatively limited so far,

due

limitations, hydrophilicity

of the nanopores. To overcome

to the hydrophobicity

was introduced

to the

this

nanopores by using polystyrene-Z)-

poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-Z)-PEO) block copolymers to form water permeable nanotubes.

In this study,

AAO membranes were utilized as templates to prepare nanotubes of

polystyrene-^-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-Z>-PEO). The size and the length scales of the

pores inside the

the

AAO membrane can be controlled by the anodization conditions'"*'

and

AAO membrane can be easily dissolved with a weak base or acid. Two asymmetric

PS-Z)-PEO diblock copolymers were used

component and forms

cylindrical

thin films, an orientation

of the

in this

microdomains

PEO cylindrical

study where the

in

a

PS

matrix.

PEO

It

lateral

can be significantly improved by solvent annealing."^

the

minor

has been shown that,

microdomains normal

can be achieved simply by spin coafing,"^ and the

is

in

to the film surface

ordering of the microdomains

PEO domain

Because the

is

water soluble, silicon oxide and titanium oxide nanodots can be grown selectively within
the cylindrical

PEO domain

the presence of water.'^^°

after

exposing the PS-Z)-PEO thin film to SiCU and TiCU

The PS-Z)-PEO

thin film

was

also used to create nanoscale

channels where electrolytes can diffuse through the swollen

Rather than

flat substrates,

generate PS-Z)-PEO nanotubes.

copolymer on

flat

here

We are

PEO domain.^'

we used nanoporous alumina
aware

that the self

into the cylindrical

34

templates to

assembly behavior of block

surface might be different from those confined in

PS-Z)-PEO solution was introduced

in

AAO channels.

nanopores of the template by

The

capillary force

and nanotubes formed

after solvent evaporation. Similar to

our previous

observation for the spin-coating of PS-6-PE0 solutions,"^ an orientation of the

cylindrical

microdomains normal

likely, to the directionality

to the

PEO

nanotube surface was achieved, due, more than

of solvent evaporation.' After exposing the PS-6-PE0

nanotubes to aqueous media, the

PEO domain

swells and forms water permeable

channels on the tube walls. The constructs hold promise for aqueous delivery applications
^"'^^

after the tube

ends are sealed with chemical

functionalization of the end groups of the

labile caps.^'' In addition, post-

PEO chains

could change the channel

properties and open facile routes for sensor or filtration applications.^^

We also prepared

PS-/7-PEO nanotubes inside amorphous carbon nanotubes (a-CNTs) where the
microphase separated morphology could serve as a template for functionalizing the
interior

of the carbon nanotubes.

Experimental
Materials

Two

asymmetric polystyrene-6/ocA:-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-fe-PEO) block

copolymers (with the molecular weights of 25.4 kg/mol and 78 kg/mol, and the

volume

The

fractions of 0.25

PEO

and 0.23, respectively) were purchased from Polymer Source.

AAO membranes (thickness ~ 60 jum, pore diameter ~

from Whatman Ltd.
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1

50-400 nm) were purchased

Structure Analysis and Characterization

A JEOL 6320
voltage of 5

kV was

coated with 5

used to investigate the polymer nanostructures. All samples were

nm Au

electron microscopy

model scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an accelerating

before performing

(TEM)

SEM

measurements. Bright

were conducted with a

studies

copper grids for

TEM

transmission

JEOL 2000 FX TEM

operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The samples were

NaOH(aq) for 20 min to remove the

field

first

put into 5 wt

%

AAO template and then placed onto Formvar-coated

measurements.

Results and Discussion

^*^AAO membrane
PS-A-PEO nanotube

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of the formation of PS-Z>-PEO nanotubes with open

nanochannels on tube walls: (1) filling the nanopores of an AAO membrane with 5 wt
PS-Z)-PEO solution; (2) solvent evaporation under ambient conditions followed by

vacuum drying

at

room temperature

for

24

h; (3)

removal of the

AAO template

by

5

wt

% NaOH{aq) for 20 min; (4) formation of the open nanochannels on the walls of PS-6PEO nanotubes

by exposing the nanotubes to a water/methanol (v/v = 4/1) mixture.

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic illustration for the preparation of PS-ft-PEO

nanotubes having open nanochannels.

Two PS-6-PEOs
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with the weight-average

%

molecular weights of 25.4 kg/mol and 78 kg/mol respectively were used
first 5

wt

slide.

An

solution

At

study.

% PS-Zj-PEO block copolymer solution in benzene was dropped onto a glass
AAO membrane was placed

was drawn

into the pores

immediately on top of the polymer solution. The

of the

AAO template by capillary

evaporation under ambient conditions, the

membrane were vacuum

dried for

24

h,

force. After solvent

PS-^-PEO nanotubes embedded

in the

AAO

aiming to remove the solvent completely. The

nanotubes were released from the template by dissolving the

NaOH

in this

AAO membrane

aqueous solution for 20 min. The nanotubes were then suspended

water and methanol (v/v = 4/1) for 24 h to swell the

PEO

in

in 5

wt

%

a mixture of

microdomain. The nanotubes

before and after swelling were examined by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

PS-6-PE0 (M^ = 25.4 kg/mol) nanotubes using an
AAO membrane as a template. The AAO template was removed by 5 wt % NaOH^q) and
the samples were then placed onto a filter membrane for SEM measurements and onto a
Formvar-coated copper grid for TEM measurements, (a) The SEM image of bundles of
PS-fe-PEO nanotubes; (b) The TEM image of a single PS-6-PEO nanotube.
Figure 3.2 Electron micrographs of
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Figure 3.2 shows electron micrographs of PS-6-PE0 nanotubes before swelling
a water/methanol mixture.

template and placed onto a
coated copper grid for

of PS-Z)-PEO

(Mw =

The PS-6-PEO nanotubes were released from
filter

TEM

membrane

for

SEM

25.4 kg/mol) nanotubes. The diameters

structures, characteristic

of defects

to those

in the

Figure 3.2b shows a

the nanotube

is

TEM

The nanotube

wt

seen,

AAO membranes was coated by

PS-6-PEO (Mw = 78 kg/mol),
structures

were also examined using

hollow tubular structure of the resultant

nanostructure." The thickness of the tube walls,

PS-b-PEO

50-400 nm) and lengths (~

image of a single PS-6-PEO nanotube. The open end of

clearly seen, indicating the

concentration of the

image of bundles

AAO templates,'^ were also

commercial

the PS-Z)-PEO solution. For higher molecular weight

TEM.

(1

SEM

of the original template. Branched

demonstrating that the entire surface of the pores in the

similar structures were also observed.

AAO

measurements and a Formvar-

measurements. Figure 3.2a shows the

60 |xm) of these nanotubes correspond

the

solution.

~ 20 nm,

The tube shown

is

in

determined by the
Figure 3.2b was exposed to 5

% NaOH(aq) for 20 min and some swelling of the PEO microdomains may have

occurred, though no holes in the tube walls were evident.

After swelling in the water/methanol (v/v = 4/1) mixture for 24 h, pores on the

tube walls are seen (Figure 3.3). The formation of pores by swelling thin films of block

copolymers with cylindrical microdomains has been observed with PS-Z)-PMMA

immersing the films

in acetic acid, a

good solvent

for

after

PMMA but not PS.^^ Here, the

minor component was solubilized and drawn out of the pores. Upon drying, the minor

component
are left

chains,

which are covalently linked

on the surface of the

in

film,

to the

opening pores
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PS chains comprising

in the location

the matrix,

of the cylindrical

The

microdomains.

making

TEM

electron density difference between

observation of the morphology

However, the formation of pores

PEO (Mw=25.4

in the

pores size (12 nm)

is

smaller than the bulk

chains are drawn out and

than the bulk

(Mw=

78 kg/mol,

0.23.

(j)pEo

PS-6-PEO with

the longer

too small,

clearly seen in Figure 3.3a for ?S-b-

shown

is

Figure 3.3b,

in

with a standard deviation of 3 nm. The

PEO

cylinder size (24 nm). Because not

on the surface, the appeared pores

left

PEO cylinder sizes.

standard deviation of 4 nm, as

for

is

kg/mol, ^peo = 0.25). The pore size distribution

nm

is

the original nanotubes difficult."^

nanotubes

indicating an average pore diameter of 12

PEO

in

PS and PEO

shown

PEO

in

Figure 3.3d.

in

Figure 3.3c

As expected,

is

1

7

PS-^-PEO

nm

the pore size

is

with a

larger

block.

PS-ft-PEO nanotubes were also prepared within amorphous carbon nanotubes

CNTs)

as a wetting template. Here,

described elsewhere.'^ In brief, the

polyacrylonitirle

(PAN)

pyrolysis, forming an

CNTs/AAO
the

the

sizes are smaller

Figure 3.3c shows the swollen nanotubes of

The average pore diameter

all

a-CNTs were prepared

in the

a-CNTs were generated by

solution into the nanopores of the

a-CNTs/ AAO nanocomposite. The

(a-

AAO membrane as

introducing

AAO template followed by

interior walls

of the

a-

composite were then coated with a PS-ft-PEO solution. After the removal of

AAO template with

a

released and examined by

of PAN nanotubes

NaOH^q)

TEM.

solution, the

PS-/)-PEO/a-CNTs composites were

Figure 3.4a shows the

a-CNTs prepared by

the pyrolysis

600 °C. The

sizes

and the thickness of the a-CNTs can be controlled

by changing the template and the

PAN

solution concentration.'^ Figure 3.4b

single

at

PS-^-PEO nanotube embedded

shows a

inside a carbon nanotube after swelling in a

water/methanol (v/v = 4/1) mixture for 24

h.

Because the carbon layer covers the outer
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surface of the PS-Z)-PEO nanotubes, the

PEO

nanochannels can open only onto the inner

surface of the nanotubes after swelling in the water/methanol mixture. Consequently, the

nanoporous film formed upon drying the film of PS-6-PE0 coated on the

interior surface

of the a-CNTs can serve as a template for the fabrication of nanostructures within the

CNTs

a-

or can be used to control the spatial distribution of functionalization of the interior

of the a-CNTs which holds promise for several different applications.^^

images of PS-6-PEO nanotubes after swelling in a water/methanol (v/v =
4/1) mixture for 24 h and the corresponding pore diameter distributions: (a, b) Mw = 25.4
= 78 kg/mol (PS: 60 kg/mol; PEO:
kg/mol (PS: 19 kg/mol; PEO: 6.4 kg/mol); (c, d)
Figure 3.3

18

TEM

kg/mo 1).
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Figure 3.4

TEM

images of (a) amorphous carbon nanotubes (a-CNTs) and (b) a ?S-b-

PEO (Mw = 25.4 kg/mol) nanotube embedded
water/methanol (v/v = 4/1) mixture for 24 h.

in

a

CNT after swelling

in

a

Conclusions
In conclusion,

we have shown

membranes which, upon exposure

the fabrication of PS-fe-PEO nanotubes in

to a basic

aqueous solution, leads

nanotubes decorated with nanoscopic pores where the

PEO.

In addition,

a-CNTs were used

as a support for the

upon swelling and drying of the PS-Z)-PEO
suitable for the fabrication

to the formation

size, size distribution

location of the pores are dictated by the microphase separated

AAO

and

spatial

morphology of the

PS-6-PEO

of

PS-Z?-

thin films which,

film, led to the generation

of a template

that

of nanostructured elements within the nanotubes or for

functionalizing the internal surface of the a-CNTs. Steps are currently being taken to

enhance the ordering of the cylindrical microdomains and, therefore, nanopores
thin film tubes to generate well-defined, highly periodic functionality along the

nanotubes."^''
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^

CHAPTER 4
INSTABILITIES IN

NANOPOROUS MEDIA

Introduction
In recent years, one-dimensional (1-D) nanomaterials including nanotubes,

nanowires, and nanorods have attracted significant attention due to their unique
properties and

many

potential applications.'"''

Although 1-D nanostructures of various

materials have been prepared and their properties have been intensively studied, there are

still

some important

Upon

issues that need to be addressed, such as their the thermal stability.^'

thermal annealing, 1-D nanomaterials

structural transformations to

minimize the

may have

free energy.

sufficient mobility to

Molares

et

undergo

al, for example,

studied Rayleigh instabilities in copper nanowires at elevated temperatures.^ After

annealing

copper

(1

at

elevated temperatures (400-600 °C),

much below

085 °C), the copper nanowires were found

nanospheres.

One would expect

that

to

the melting point of bulk

fragment into a chain of

1-D polymeric nanomaterials should undergo

structure transformations via a similar

mechanism when they

are heated into the melt

state.

Over

The

a century ago. Plateau pioneered the study of instability in liquid cylinders.

instability

of liquid cylinders arises from surface tension.

liquid cylinder undulates with a

wavelength

A,,

its

When the

of a

surface area decreases, as long as X

greater than the circumference of the cylinder. Subsequently, Rayleigh

instability

free surface

showed

is

that the

of a liquid cylinder leads to a surface undulation with a well-defmed

wavelength and, thus, explained the regular spacing of the drops that formed.'^ Similar
liquid cylinders, annular films

on

fibers or in capillaries also
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show such

instabilities."^

to

The observed wavelength corresponds

to the fastest

growing mode and,

film coated on a fiber of radius b, the wavelength \sA

e

«

b.

Rayleigh

capillary tube.

instabilities also

As

=

when

occur when a liquid film

the amplitude of undulations

is

for a thin liquid

the film thickness

coated onto the wall of a

grows with time and

crests

may merge

to

form bridge across the capillary tube, producing a rod with periodic encapsulated holes."
Theoretical studies have predicted the formation of such nanorods, but this has not been
''*

realized experimentally.'"

Here we use films of poly(methyl methacrylate)
cylindrical nanopores in

(PMMA)

coated on the walls of

alumina membranes. These nanotubes of polymer offer a broad

range of applications including photonics, sensors, catalysts, and medicine.
prepare

To

PMMA nanotubes, we used an anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane as a

template.

The

size

of

PMMA nanotubes can be easily adjusted by controlling the size of

the nanopores within the

conditions.'^'

instabilities

'^

By

AAO template which can be controlled by the anodization

using an amorphous, glassy polymer, like

PMMA,

Rayleigh

can be induced by heating above the glass transition temperature and the

resultant nanostructures can be frozen-in simply

glass transition temperature, Tg.

dilute

'^"'^

NaOH aqueous solution

The

by quenching

to temperatures

AAO membrane can be removed easily

below the

using a

without perturbing the polymer, so that examination of the

resultant polymeric nanostructures

is

straightforward by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM).
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Experimental
Materials
Poly(methyl methacrylate)

Source

Inc.

(PMMA) homopolymer was

purchased from Polymer

with the number average molecular weight (M„) and weight average

molecular weight (Mu) of 21.2 kg/mol and 22.7 kg/mol, respectively. The anodic

aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes (thickness ~ 60

with an average pore diameter of 200 nm) were purchased from

Hole-Containing

The procedure of using an
containing

PMMA nanorods

is

shown

action. After solvent evaporation, the

to

200 °C)

in

Figure 4.1

.

Several drops of 5 wt

at different

in 5

wt

at

% solution of

AAO membrane

Subsequently, an

was drawn

sample was dried

into the pores via capillary

60 °C under vacuum

for

annealing temperatures (ranging from

for predetermined time followed

template was dissolved

Ltd.

AAO membrane as a template to prepare hole-

solution and the solution

The sample was then annealed

Whatman

PMMA Nanorods Array Fabrications

PMMA in chloroform were dropped onto a glass slide.
was placed on top of this

~ 150-400 nm

fim, pore diameter

1

1

2

h.

50 °C

by quenching to room temperature. The

AAO

% NaOH(aq) for 4 h, and the PMMA nanorods were

repeatedly washed with water and methanol.

CNT/PMMA Nanorods Composite Fabrication
The carbon nanotubes were prepared using
precursor.

The

PAN

by introducing 10 wt

nanotubes were

first

Polyacrylonitrile

(PAN)

formed inside the pores of the

as a carbon

AAO membrane

% PAN solution in anhydrous DMF followed by a drying process.
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After 30 min of stabilization at 250 °C, the

°C with a heating
to

rate

of 20 °C min

room temperature. The

composite and form an

AAO/CNT/PMMA
for the

'

polymer/AAO composite was heated

and then kept

at

PMMA solution was then

AAO/CNT/PMMA

600 °C

for

h,

1

600

followed by cooling

introduced into the

composite

to

AAO/CNT

after solvent evaporation.

The

composite was then annealed using same procedure described above

AAO/PMMA composite.

Structure Analysis and Characterization

A JEOL 6320 model scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an accelerating
voltage of 5kV was used to investigate the polymer nanostructures. All samples were

coated with 5

nm Au before

electron microscopy

(TEM)

performing
studies

SEM measurements.

were conducted with a JEOL 2000

operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. For

composite was
the

first

put into 5 wt

Bright field transmission

TEM

FX TEM

observation, the

AAO/PMMA

% NaOH (aq) for 4h to remove the AAO template and

PMMA nanorods were repeatedly washed with water and methanol. The samples

were then sonicated

in

ethanol for 5

min and placed onto Formvar-coated copper

grids.

Results and Discussion

As shown

in

Scheme

4.1, a four-step process

was used

to prepare the

nanorods with periodic encapsulated holes. Several drops of 5 wt
chloroform were placed onto a glass substrate.

An

% PMMA solution in

AAO membrane was immediately

placed on top of the solution and the nanopores of the

PMMA solution within seconds by capillary force."
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PMMA

membrane was

filled

with the

After solvent evaporation at ambient

—

conditions, a thin

membrane,

PMMA film was deposited onto the walls of nanopores

resulting in the formation of

dried at 60 °C under

vacuum

for 12 h to

PMMA nanotubes. These nanotubes were further
remove the

instabilities

were induced when the sample

annealed

vacuum oven

in

at

in the

residual solvent.

(AAO coated

temperatures ranging from

1

with

50 °C

The Rayleigh

PMMA nanotubes) was
to

200 °C

for a

predetermined period of time, following by a rapid quenching to room temperature. The

AAO template was then dissolved
nanostructures were released.

The

using 5 wt

% NaOHoq) and the final PMMA

PMMA nanostructures before and after thermal

annealing were examined by scanning electron microscopy

Filling

with

(SEM) and TEM.

-

nanopores

PMMA solution

<=>

C5^

Solvent evaporation

PMMA nanotubes
AAO membrane

AAO membrane

within

Removal of

Thermal annealing
(above

AAO template

T^)

I
PMMA nanorod with
periodic cavities

Figure 4.1 Schematic procedure for the preparation of

PMMA nanotubes and the

subsequent structure transformation due to the Rayleigh

Shown

in

Figure 4.2a

thermal annealing. The

is

a

SEM

instability.

image of bundles of PMMA nanotubes before

PMMA nanotubes are straight and the

nanotubes are consistent with the size of cylindrical nanopores
template.

The tube diameter ranges from 100

tubular nature of the structures

is

to

400

nm

length and diameter of the

in the original

and the length

seen from the top view shown
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in

is

~ 60

AAO
\im.

The

Figure 4.2b. Unlike

AAO membrane was not seen

our previous work,"' a thick polymer layer below the
solvent evaporation.

The solvent used

in

after

was chloroform, evaporates very

these studies

rapidly in the nanopores, causing a continuous filling of the pores with the residual

solution on the glass substrate. This continued until

the porous

membrane. Therefore, the observed wall thickness of the nanotubes

larger than that expected in the absence

polymer concentration
the

of continuous

filling,

PMMA nanotubes before thermal annealing. The tubular structure

which

arise

in

from imperfections

thickness and

PMMA nanotube at a higher magnification
tube

is

Upon

-75

nm

is

some branches

is

shown

in

much

Figure

4. 2d.

TEM

images of

evident.

The

nanotubes are seen,

in the

AAO template."' A TEM

in the original

is

based on the relatively low

wt %). Figures 4.2c and 4.2d show two typical

(5

walls of the tubes are uniform

this

of the solution was drained into

all

image of a single

The wall thickness of

with an outer diameter of ~ 280 nm.

heating the

AAO

membrane, with

the pore walls coated with

temperatures above the glass transition temperature of

PMMA (Tg~\2S °C, as determined

by differential scanning calorimetry), the inner walls of
undulafions that grew

in

PMMA, to

PMMA nanotubes showed

amplitude with time and eventually spanned across the nanotube,

forming nanorods with periodic encapsulated holes. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b are the

images of the hole-containing

PMMA nanorods after annealing at

annual films surrounding the encapsulated pores are very thin and,

1

50 °C for 8
in

some

h.

cases,

SEM
The
were

broken during sample preparation and/or electron microscopy measurements (beam

damage) as one can see from the
containing nanorod.

TEM

SEM

images. Figure 4.3b shows a single hole-

images, Figures 4.3c and 4.3d, show structures of the nanorods
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having regularly spaced cavities along the length of the rod with lower and higher
magnification, respectively.

Figure 4.2 Electron micrographs of

PMMA

nanotubes prepared using an

AAO membrane

wt % NaOH(aq) and PMMA
nanorods were then placed on filter paper for SEM measurements and on Formvar-coated
copper grid for TEM measurements, (a) SEM image of bundles of PMMA nanotubes; (b)
SEM image of the top view of bundles of the PMMA nanotubes. The tube ends are all
open; (c) lower magnification of TEM image of PMMA nanotubes; (d) higher
magnification of TEM image of a single PMMA nanotube.

as a template.

The

AAO template was removed
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by

5

PMMA nanorods after annealing
PMMA nanotubes within an AAO membrane at 150 °C for 8 h: (a) SEM image of
bundles of hole-containing PMMA nanorods; (b) SEM image of a single hole-containing
PMMA nanorod; (c) TEM image of hole-containing PMMA nanorods with lower
magnification; (d) TEM image of a single hole-containing PMMA nanorod with higher

Figure 4.3 Electron micrographs of hole-containing

magnification.
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Figure 4.4

TEM

images of hole-containing

different times: (a, b)

shown

sample annealed for 10 min. (b) is a magnification of the part
(c, d) sample annealed for 20 min. (d) is a

marked by the frame;
magnification of the part shown in
in (a)

PMMA nanorods after annealing at 200°C for

(c)

marked by

the frame.

Different annealing temperatures and times were used to investigate the dynamics

of the structure transformation resulting from the Rayleigh
containing pores coated with

200 °C under vacuum

AAO membranes

PMMA were heated to temperature ranging from

for different periods

1

50 °C

to

of time. The structure transformation was

found to occur more rapidly with lower melt viscosity,

would be expected based on

instabilities.

i.e.

at

higher temperatures, as

the theory of the Rayleigh instability.
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It

was predicted

that

the characteristic time (tm) for the fastest

growing mode of a thin

liquid

fUm

in a capillary

is"

r.,^'^

(4-.)

ye

where

rj

initial

film thickness. Although this equation

is

the viscosity, b

is

the pore radius, y

thickness compared to the size of capillary (e
the viscosity of liquid. Thus,

as

we

is

is

surface tension of liquid, and e

is

the

derived assuming a very small film

«

b),

tm was found to be proportional to

tm should decrease with increasing annealing temperature,

observed. At the annealing temperature of 200

''C,

some intermediate

structures can

be quenched and captured within a relatively short annealing time. In Figure 4.4a, some

PMMA nanotubes completely transformed to the hole-containing nanorods while part of
one tube

still

showed only waviness. The wave-like shape

undulation of the structures. The wavelength established

is

is

the signature of the initial

maintained during the growth

of the fluctuations and ultimately dictates the spacing between the adjacent holes. Figure
4.4b shows the

wavy

structure with the wavelength of ~

spacing between adjacent holes

shows the
of

TEM

in the part

image of hole-containing

730 nm, which

is

the

same

as the

where capillary bridge was found. Figure 4.4c

PMMA nanorods resulting from the annealing

PMMA nanotubes at 200 "C for 20 min. These structures are very similar to the

structures annealed at

1

50 °C after 8

h.

The depression and the existence of open holes on

the annular thin films surrounding the periodic cavities (as can be seen in Figure 4.4d)

may

arise

from damage of the electron beam.
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b

a

c

Figure 4.5 Mechanism of the transformation from a polymer nanotube to a holecontaining polymer nanorod inside the cylindrical nanopore of an

template; (b)

From

instability: (a) a

the time-dependent electron microscopy observations a

structure transformation induced

schematized

in

Figure 4.5.

cylindrical nanopores in an

evaporation.

PMMA,

AAO template driven

polymer nanotube coated on the pore wall in an AAO
surface undulation of a polymer nanotube; (c) formation of capillary bridges.

by the Rayleigh

Upon

by Rayleigh

Initially, the

instabilities

mechanism

can be determined and

PMMA nanotubes were prepared by

AAO membrane with polymer solution

for the

is

filling the

followed by solvent

heating to temperatures above the glass transition temperature of

undulations form on the surface of the polymer film, resulting

in

wave-like

structures (Figure 4.4b) that are, due to the Rayleigh instability, driven by the reduction

in surface area or total surface energy.

eventually the crests of the

With time the wave grows

wave merge and form

amplitude and,

capillary bridges, resulting in the

formation of nanorods with periodic encapsulated pores.
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in

The

films surrounding the encapsulated holes within the resultant nanorods are

very thin and susceptible to be broken after removal of the template

shown

in

some

(AAO

membrane), as

electron microscopy images (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Consequently,

experiments were performed to enhance the

stability

of these unusual nanorods while

maintaining the ability to perform the electron microscopy experiments for
characterization.

To

this end,

experiments were performed using amorphous carbon

nanotube (CNT) as the template to prepare

PMMA nanotubes and study the Rayleigh

instability.

TEM images of Carbon nanotubes (CNT)/PMMA nanorods composite: (a)
low magnification image of CNT/PMMA composite; (b) high magnification image of
CNT/PMMA composite. Arrows in (b) show the ribs of CNT.
Figure 4.6

The preparation of CNTs with an
previous paper

in detail."' Briefly, solutions

dimethylformamide were drawn

Upon

AAO membrane has been described

solvent evaporation, a

AAO membrane.

into the

PAN

film

of poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN)

nanoporous

was

left

in

our

in

AAO membranes by capillary

on the wall of cylindrical nanopores

force.

in

an

After the stabilization at 250 °C and the subsequent pyrolysis at 600 °C,
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PAN

was converted

AAO membrane.

to

amorphous carbon, forming amorphous carbon nanotubes

This modified

membrane was

in the

then used as a template to prepare

PMMA nanotubes, forming a composite AAO/CNT/PMMA structure as described in
Supporting Information. Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show the
after

anneaUng

at

50 °C for 12

1

h,

where the

the periodic array of pores encapsulated in

of the

CNTs

AAO was removed by

PMMA nanorods

is

nanocomposite

As can be

seen,

clearly observed. In

some

base.

(Figure 4.6b), ribs can be seen that formed during the preparation of CNTs."'

Nonetheless, the unique structure of the

the

CNT/PMMA

PMMA nanorods is retained and, by surrounding

PMMA nanorods with the thin amorphous carbon nanotube, the PMMA nanorods are

very robust.

(b)

(a)
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Figure 4.7 (a) Plot of the wavelength (A, distance between adjacent encapsulated holes)
versus the radius of the capillary,

b.

(b) Plot

of the

ratio

of wavelength

to the radius (AJb)

versus the radius of the capillary. The error bars are statistical errors with

confidence

limit.

The dash

line indicates the ratio
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of 8.89.

95%

The

relationship between the wavelength

(i.e.

the spacing between the adjacent

encapsulated holes) and the radius of the capillary was examined. For a thin liquid film
inside a capillary of radius b, the wavelength

is

A = iK^flb

(4-2)

Equation (4-2) assumes that the original film thickness

is

much

thinner than the radius of

the capillary and the long range force can be ingored." In this case, the ration between

the wavelength and the radius of the capillary, Xlb, should be a constant (8.89) and

independent of the size of capillary. Figure 4-7a shows the plot of the wavelength versus
the radius of the capillary based on our experimental results.

We can

wavelength increases with the radius of the capillary, however,
(Figure 4-7b).

120

nm

to

It

decreases from 6.5 to 4.5

when

?ilb is

see that the

not constant

the radius of the capillary increases from

270 nm. This discrepancy are caused by two

factors: (1)

Compared

to the

radius of the capillary, the thickness of the original film can not be neglected; (2)

original film thickness

is

thinner than 100

nm

and long range force may need

to

The

be

considered. '° Therefore, a different equation which considers these two factors should be
able to explain the smaller ratios of the wavelength to the radius of the capillary.

Conclusions
In conclusion, thin films of

of an

PMMA confined within nanoscopic cylindrical pores

AAO membrane were used to study Rayleigh

state, the

surface of

instabilities.

Upon

heating to the melt

PMMA nanotubes started to undulate to reduce the surface area.

With time the surface undulation grew

in

amplitude and eventually the crests merged

forming capillary bridges along with periodic encapsulated pores. The resultant hole-
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containing nanorods can be

made mechanically

robust by using amorphous carbon

nanotubes as templates.
This study demonstrates a simple

way

to generate nanostructures that are not

accessible by other experimental methods. Routes are currently being pursued to

fill

the

pores within the nanorods with functional materials with the intent of developing novel
structures for subsequent delivery applications."^'
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CHAPTER 5
FABRICATION OF HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES BY WETTING POROUS

TEMPLATES WITH POLYMER MICROSPHERES
Introduction
In recent years, the fabrication

their

of hierarchical structures

unique properties and potential applications.

is

of great

1

If the synthesis

due

to

of simple

more

nanostructures and hierarchical architecture can be controlled,

interest

rational

methods

for

patterning and assembling nanoscaled building blocks can be developed to achieve

advanced nanodevices.^ For example, inspired by

lotus leaves,

many

studies have focused

on the superhydrophobic behavior of surfaces which possess duel-sized roughness.
Micro- and nanometer-hierarchical structures have shown to be essential

in

generating

the self-cleaning superhydrophobic properties of such surfaces.^

Various techniques have been developed for the generation of hierarchical
structures."

'

Among

these techniques, nanosphere lithography which use self-

assembled microspheres

is

probably the most established one to pattern periodic

nanoarrays. For example, Li et

al.

have decorated polystyrene microsphere monolayers

with single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes and modified the surfaces with a
fluoroalkylsilane.^

was observed.

A

superhydrophobic surface was created and a contact angle of 165°

In addition,

Wu et al.

raspberry-like silica spheres.

have used a dual latex-surfactant method to fabricate

Structure-directing templates such as cationic

cetyltrimethylammonium and polystyrene micropsheres were
hierarchical hollow silica spheres

utilized in their studies

and

were formed.

Although different hierarchical structures can be generated by various techniques,
the ability to precisely control the surface properties of these structures has been
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relatively limited so far,

length scales.

due

To overcome

hierarchical structures

to the poorly defined patterns

this limitation, here

we

we combine

into the

nanopores of AAO

the ideas of applying the self-assembly of

microspheres and the hexagonally packed anodic aluminum oxide
Polystyrene (PS) microspheres were

monolayers on a

silicon wafer.

By

first

at different

present a novel approach to prepare

by wetting polymer microspheres

templates. In this approach,

on the surface

(AAO) membranes.

spread and self-assembled into well-ordered

contacting the porous

AAO template and thermal

annealing, polymer chains wet the porous template and form short nanorods on top of the

micrsopheres.

In the present study,

we choose

polystyrene microspheres to create the

first

length

ordering. Microspheres are particularly useful materials because they can self assemble

into ordered

hexagonal patterns using various methods such as spin coating, dip coating,

drop coating, or electrophoretic deposition.^ Microspheres such as polystyrene or

silica

can be easily synthesized by different method and their size deviation are usually less
than 5%.^ Several attempts have been

monolayers for

to achieve well-ordered microsphres

their applications as lithography masks.^

air-liquid interface

thin liquid film

made

For monolayer fabrication, the

method including the Langmuir-Blodgett (L-B) techniques and the

method

are considered to be

two of the most

After forming the self-assembled microspheres,

effective methods."

AAO templates were used as

wetting templates to generate patterns on the microspheres which attribute to the

secondary ordering of the resultant hierarchical structures. Anodic aluminum oxide

(AAO)

templates are prepared electrochemically from aluminum metal.

AAO templates

of many diameters (5-267nm) can be synthesized following the two-step anodization
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process established by

Masuda and co-workers

insulating oxide film of alumina.'^

in wiiich

The popularity of the

exceptional thermal stabilities, ease of fabrication, and
the pore diameter and pore length.''*

interest as a self-assembled template

The
and

By combining

is

is

in

because of

an

its

versatility as far as controlling

of intense technological

widely used for the formation of metallic and

semiconductor nanowires, and even carbon nanotube
nanomaterials have also been studied using

AAO template

its

AAO template
is

nanosized pores are grown

transistors.'^

'^

Various polymer

AAO membranes as templates.'^"'''

the ideas of using the self-assembly of microspheres and the

hexagonally packed anodic aluminum oxide

(AAO) membranes,

the topography of these

hierarchical structures can be controlled by either changing the sizes of the polystyrene

microspheres or by using

AAO membranes with

pores of different diameters. Different

annealing temperatures and times were applied to study the surface features. Most of the
structures

were examined by electron microscopies such as scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and scanning

force microscopy (SFM).

Experimental
Materials
Polystyrene microspheres were purchased from Polysciences, Inc. Different sizes

(300 nm, 500 nm, 700 nm, lum, 2um) of microspheres with narrow size distributions

were used.

A

2.5

wt

% solid (w/v) aqueous suspension was diluted with ethanol (1:1)

before spreading onto the substrate. Silicon wafers were cleaned by

The

O2 plasma

etching.

AAO templates were synthesized according to the second anodization

method which was developed by Masuda and coworkers.'^' "° At
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first,

a high-purity

aluminum sheet (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%,

mm thick) was degreased in acetone and

0.5

rinsed in an ethanol solution. Subsequently, the

aluminum sheet was electropolished

perchloric acid/ethanol mixture at 4 °C.

The aluminum sheet was anodized

M oxalic acid at

in 0.3

resultant

acid, a

for

24

1

7 °C for

1

aluminum oxide

film

second anodization

h.

The

2 h or 25

V

M sulfuric acid at 4 °C for

was chemically etched

in the

same condition

in a

1

at

2

40

h.

nm

in 0.3

After the

mixture of phosphochromic

as the first anodizaiton

was performed

resultant template contains regular and hexagonally packed pores. For the

AAO templates prepared at 0.3 M oxalic acid at 40V, the pore-to-pore distance
100

V

a

in

and the pore size

phosphoric acid (5wt

%

)

is

around 50

at

40 °C.

nm

after the

features of the samples

model scanning electron microscope (SEM)

'

were investigated using a

at

around

pore-widening process by using

Characterization

The microscopic

is

JEOL 6320

an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Scanning

Force Microscopy (SFM) measurements were made using a Dimension 3100 Nanoscope

III

SFM

(Digital Instrument) in tapping

mode.

Results and Discussion
Figure 5.1 shows the schematic illustration for the preparation of hierarchical
structures by wetting polystyrene microspheres into the nanopores of

first,

a 2.5

AAO templates.

At

% (w/v) solid suspension of polystyrene microspheres in water which had been

diluted with ethanol (1:1)

temperature for 24

h,

was spread onto a cleaned

silicon wafer. After drying at

room

polystyrene microspheres were self-assembled to form monolayers.
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Subsequently, an

AAO template with the desired pore size (15

or 40

nm) was placed on

top of the self-assembled microspheres. The whole sample was heated at a given

temperature above the glass transition temperature of the polystyrene for different period

of time. One of the temperatures we used
transition temperature (Tg)

into the

of Polystyrene

is

120 °C which

(Tg: 105 °C).

nanopores and formed nanorods by capillary

formed inside the pores of the
template using 5

is

higher than the glass

The polymer chains were drawn

force."''

After short nanorods were

AAO templates, they were released

by dissolving the

% NaOH(aq) which selectively removing the AAO template. The

polymer hierarchical microstructures were examined by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and scanning

force microscopy (SFM). For

with a thin layer of gold to avoid

Figure

5.1

beam

SEM

studies, the

samples were coated

charging.

Schematic procedure for the preparation of hierarchical structures by wetting

anodic aluminum oxide membranes with polystyrene microspheres.
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Figure 5.2 Self-assembled microsphere monolayers on a silicon wafer: (a) optical

microscopy image of microsphere monolayer; (b) SEM image of microsphere monolayer.
The diameter of the polystyrene microsbphere is around 2 ^im.

After spreading the microsphpere solution onto the surface of a silicon wafer and

drying at room temperature, microspheres were self-assembled to form monolayers or
multilayers.

Shown

in

Figure 5.2a

is

an optical micrograph of self-assembled polystyrene

microsphere monolayer. The microspheres can self-assembled into a 2-D hexagonal array

due

to the capillary force arising

was

studied by

Nagayama

et

from the evaporation of the solvents?' This mechanism

al"''^ The attractive capillary forces

cause them to organize them into a hexagonal

on a

flat substrate.

2D

among microspheres

array in a thin film of liquid supported

These microspheres can be self-assembled

into a hexagonal, closely

packed array when the solvent evaporates under a controlled condition
humidity).

was

first

Nagayama

generated

et al. also

when

(ex: controlled

found that a nucleus consisting of many microspheres

the thickness of the liquid layer approached the diameter of the

microspheres. Thus, the convective transport can drive the microspheres toward this
nucleus, and finally organize around the nucleus due to the capillary force."'
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To

achieve a highly ordered microspheres monolayer with relatively large domain sizes, a

clean,

and chemically homogeneous surface has

flat,

to

be used. Although there are some

grains and defects under this preparation condition due to the impurity and the size

distribution

of the microspheres, most microspheres were packed hexagonally. From

Figure 5.2a, each grain was about several tens microns

SEM

Figure 5.2b shows the

image of a self-assembled microspheres monolayer. From SEM, hexagonally

packed microspheres were observed.
concentration

was

When

microsphere suspension with higher

used, microsphere multilayers can also be obtained.

images of synthesized A AO templates: (a) top view
around 40 nm and the pore length is around 100 |im.

SEM

Figure 5.3

pore size

is

We

used anodic aluminum oxide

on the self-assembled microspheres. The
and the pores are arranged

in

(AAO)

um.^"*

;(b) tilt

view. The

template to generate the second ordering

AAO templates typically contain high porosities,

a hexagonal array. Pore densities as high as lO" pores per

square centimeter can be achieved, and typical

100

in size.

membrane

thickness can range from 10 to

Highly ordered porous alumina has a porosity of
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10% and

the dimensions of

the

AAO templates can be easily

template thickness

is

The

controlled by changing the anodization condition.

dependent, for example, on the time of anodization, with longer

anodizations resulting

in

thicker templates. These thicker templates allow nanomaterials

with longer lengths to be synthesized. In addition, different pore diameters from 5 to 300

nm

can be produced by varying the composition and concentration of the acidic

electrolyte solution

5.3b

show

the

SEM

and the temperature and voltage of the anodization." Figure 5.3a and
images of the top view and the side view of a synthesized

template which was anodized

AAO

40 V. This template contains regular and

in oxalic acid at

hexagonally packed pores with the pore size of 40 nm. For different electrolytes the
typical pore diameters increase

from 5-33

oxalic acid (H2C2O4), and 150-267

voltage.'^

nm

The pore diameter growth

nm

for sulfuric acid

(H2SO4)

for phosphoric acid (H3PO4),

rate increases

and the pore spacing by 2.5 nm/V. Although

to

30-70

nm

for

depending on the

with increasing voltage by

1

.29

nm/V

AAO membranes are sold commercially,

only a very limited number of pore diamters are available. In addition, the pore sizes of

commercially available membrane are not very regular and the size distribution
relatively broad. Unlike the

is

commercially available membranes which have tapered pores

and polydisperse pore diameters, synthesized

AAO membranes are created with

pore sizes.
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uniform

images of a single microsphere on an A AO template. The diameter of
2 ^m and the pore size of the AAO template is 40 nm; (b)(c) SEM
images of tilt view and top view of hierarchical microspheres, the size of the microsphere
is 2 \im and the nanorod is around 40 nm; (d) top view image of a microsphere which is 2
|im in diameter and the nanorods is around 5 nm on the top of the microsphere. The

Figure 5.4 (a)

SEM

the microsphere

is

1

annelaing were

all

Figure 5.4a

done

is

a

in

120°C for 2

SEM

h.

image showing the top view of a 2 fim microsphere on an

AAO template with 40 nm diameter nanopores. When the microspheres were spread on
the

AAO template, a very

the template.

limited area at the bottom of the microsphere

When the sample was

is

in

contact with

heated above the glass transition temperature of the

polystyrene, the bottoms of the microsphere were
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drawn

into the

nanopores

first.

Later, as

long as more of the sphere comes

in

contact with the template,

more polymer

is

drawn

into the nanopores.

Upon

heating the samples, the polymer chains were drawn into the pores the

AAO

template by wetting the surface of the pore walls. The rate of the flow of polymer melt

in

the cylindrical nanopore can be estimated by"^

Azldt

Where

z

is

tension and

the height,

rj is

t is

the time.

the viscosity.

= Ryco^ei{AT]z)

R

Zhang

is

(5-1)

the radius of the nanopores, r

et al.

is

the surface

have studied the wetting behavior of

polystyrene melts using nanoporous alumina

membranes

as templates

by systematically

changing the annealing temperature and polymer molecular weig ht."'Fi gure 5.4b, 5.4c,

and 5.4d show the
5.4b and 5.4c are

40

nm

pores.

SEM

tilt

images of microspheres with nanorods on

and side view of 2 |im microspheres wetting

From Figure

5.4c,

we can

their surfaces. Figure

AAO membaranes with

see that the nanorods near the edge are shorter

and the nanorods near the center are longer.

AAO templates with

smaller size (15

were also used. Figure 5.4c show 2 |im polystyrene microspheres wetting an
template with smaller pore diameter (d ~

were formed because of the smaller pore

1

5

nm).

sizes.

corresponding to the diameters of the pores

We

AAO

can see that smaller sized nanorods

The rod diameter

in the

nm)

is

around

AAO membranes.

1

5

nm,

Because the

diameters and the center-to-center distances of these nanorods are smaller, larger number

of nanorods was observed over the same sized
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area.
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Figure 5.5

SEM

'

images of hierarchical polymer structures from closely packed

nm AAO
nm AAO
(c) lower magnification of 700 nm microspheres wetting with 40 nm AAO
(d) higher magnification of 700 nm microspheres wetting with 40 nm AAO

microspheres: (a)lower magnification of 2 |im microspheres wetting with 40
templates; (b) higher magnification of 2 |im microspheres wetting with 40
templates;

templates;
templates.

Figure 5.5 shows

sizes.

SEM

images of microspheres arrays with different microsphere

The microspheres were closely-packed and

Figure 5.5a and 5.5b are
wetting the

SEM

hierarchical features can been seen.

images of microspheres which are 2 |im

in

diameter

AAO template which has nanopores of 40 nm at lower and higher

magnifications, respectively. Regions of nanorods were sectored by the microspheres.
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Figure 5.5c and 5.5d are

SEM

images with lower and

microspheres which are 0.7 |im

in

nanopores of 40 nm. From

two length

ordering

is

this,

diameter wetting the

magnification, showing

AAO template containing

scale of ordering can be observed.

One of the

from the self-assembled microspheres and another length scale of ordering

from the hexagonal ly packed nanopores of the

2.50

0

Figure 5.6 (a)

SFM

phase image of 0.7

from

iiiglier

AAO templates.

5.00

height image of 0.7 jim polystyrene microsphere monolayer; (b)

^m

is

SFM

polystyrene microsphere monolayer; (c) Height section analysis

(a).
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Figure 5.7 (a)

nm

SFM height

image of 0.7 lam polystyrene microsphere monolayer with 40
SFM height image of 0.7 |im polystyrene microsphere
nanorods on the surface; (c) Height section analysis from (a).

nanorods on the surface; (b)

monolayer with 40

To

further

nm

examine the surface features of the nanorods on the microspheres,

scanning force microscopy (SFM) was also used. Figure 5.6a and 5.6b are the height and
phase images of 0.7 |im polystyrene microsphere monolayer using

were smooth and height section analysis shown

in

surfaces

Figure 5.6c demonstrated the spherical

feature of the microsheres. Figure 5.7a and 5.7b are the height
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SFM. The

and phase images of 0.7

\im polystyrene microsphere monolayer with 40

nm

nanorods on the surfaces using SFM.

Surface features on the microsphres can be observed even though the real shapes of the

nanorods could not be seen due to the
objects with high aspect ratios.

intrinsic difficulty

The height

of using

SFM

tips to

section analysis of Figure 5.7a

is

scan

shown

in

Figure 5.7c, demonstrating that the gradient features of these nanorods. Other microscopy
studies, like transmission electron

microscopy studies of microtomed samples, may be

necessary to further examine to gradient feature of these nanorods on the curved

microsphere surfaces.

Conclusions
In conclusion,

we have developed

a novel

method

to fabricate hierarchical

structures by wetting polysty rene microspheres into the nanopores of anodic

oxide membranes. The ordering

at

two

aluminum

different size scales can be well-controlled by

changing the size of the microsphere and the pore sizes of the

A AO

templates. Routes are

currently being pursued to investigate the surface properties of these unique structures.
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CHAPTER 6

MESOPOROUS SILICA AND TITANIA NANOMATERIALS FROM ANODIC
ALUMINUM OXIDE TEMPLATES
Introduction

Mesoporous materials

are a special class

uniform nanochannels or nanopores. During the

of materials with ordered arrays of
last

two decades, periodic mesoporous

materials have been of great interest because of their promising applications in a wide

variety of fields such as filtration, catalysis, adsorption, and reactive separation

processes.'"^

Performance

in these applications

depends highly on the arrangements of

preferentially aligned, ordered arrays of certain mesostructures.

Since the pioneering work of Mobil

scientists,' surfactant-templated

methods

for

the synthesis of mesostructured materials such as silica and titania have been extensively

studied, because they produce structures with a combination of high surface area, narrow

pore size distribution, and well-ordered pore organization.^ Hereafter, the mesostructured
materials have been synthesized into different macroscopic morphologies, like spheres

and thin

films.^'

7 8

For different surfactant-templated methods, the evaporation-induced

self-assembly (EISA) method has been

shown

as an efficient

thin films with mono-oriented mesostructured domains."'

show hexagonally ordered channels

way

The

of

for the fabrication

films obtained often

that are aligned parallel to the plane

of the

substrate.'^

However, most of the studies

for

materials fabricated in the bulk or thin

mesoporous materials have focused mainly on

films.'"*'

'^

There are fewer studies on the

generation of one-dimensional mesoporous inorganic materials which have distinctive

advantages for the specialized purposes of energy conversion and molecular sensor
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'

devices.

Some one-dimensional mesoporous

example, mesostructured

silica fibers

materials have been synthesized before. For

have been grown

in

a two-phase system.'^

can also be prepared by spinning.'^

Moreover, mesostructured

obtained at an aqueous-oil

But

interface."*^

it

silica tubes

'

They

have been

remains a challenge to control the size and

aspect ratio of one-dimensional mesostructured materials.

Here

we

report the fabrication of one-dimensional

materials (silica, titania) using anodic

mesoporous inorganic

aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes

as templates

by a simple sol-gel method. The synthesis of mesoporous materials within the regular,

of AAO templates was explored, with the aim of attaining greater control

larger channels

over the morphology of the mesoporous system.

The method we applied

is

a so-called template method,

where precursor materials

are introduced into the pores of the templates

and nanomaterials can be generated easily

under the confinement of the templates. After

that, the

selectively

removing the templates. The template method was pioneered by Martin and

coworker" and has been studied extensively
template

we used

template

is

is

anodic aluminum oxide

that the size

anodization condition.

plates.

nanomaterials can be released by

Not only

of the

generating various nanomaterials. The

(AAO)

AAO template can

template.

the size

of the nanopores

in the

is

weak base

be controlled, but the

or acid.

and

titania nanomaterials. In

especially well-defined for silica

where cubic, hexagonal,

lamellar, and bicontinuous disordered morphologies have been showned.'
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this

anodization of aluminum

AAO templates can

interested in the fabrication of both silica

general, the pore ordering

The reason we used

be well-controlled by changing the

AAO templates were synthesized by

templates can also be easily removed by a

We are

in

"

Pore size

and pore organization of silica-based materials have been controlled through various
surfactants, application

of external

fields, control

of processing conditions, use of porous

templates, or a combination of the above.^
Titania (Ti02)-based mesoporous materials are also of interest because of their

applications and unique properties, such as electronic, catalytic, photoconducting, and

molecular sensing properties.^^'
specific surface area,"

reactivity

done

ability.

Despite these advantages, few studies have been

of hydrolysis and condensation of titania precursor.'

is still

advantages of strong

titania has the additional

one-dimensional mesoporous titania nanomaterials because of the high

synthetic strategy

which

Especially, because of the tunable pore size and high

mesoporous

and increased sensing

to fabricate

reactivity

"

"'^

is

'

'

As

a result, a

new

necessary to generate one-dimensional mesoporous titania materials,

a challenging task.

Experimental
Materials

A block copolymer Pluronic PI 23
from

BASF

Mw = 5800) was obtained

and used as received. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%) was purchased

from Acros Organics and used as

silica precursors.

purchased from Alfa Aesar and used as
(thickness

(PEO20PPO70PEO20,

~ 60

jam, pore diameter

The synthesized
a high-purity

~

1

Titanium tetraethoxide (TEOT) was

titania precursors.

The

AAO membranes

50-400 nm) were purchased from Whatman Ltd.

AAO templates were prepared according to published methods.

aluminum sheet (99.99%,

0.5

At

first,

mm thick) was degreased in acetone and

rinsed in an ethanol solution. Subsequently, the
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aluminum

sheet

was electropolished

in

a

.

The aluminum sheet was anodized

perchloric acid/ethanol mixture at 4 °C.

M oxalic acid at
etched

in a

1

7 °C for 12

h.

After the resultant

aluminum oxide

film

at

40

V in

0.3

was chemically

mixture of phosphochromic acid, a second anodization was performed for 8

The pore-to-pore distance

is

around 100

nm

and the pore size

is

around 50

nm

h.

after the

pore-widening process by using phosphoric acid.

Generation of 1-D Mesoporous Nanomaterials

The processes

for

and the schematic plot

is

making

shown

silica

in

and

Figure

6.

titania

mesoporous materials are very similar

1

Figure 6.1 Schematic plot of making the inorganic silica or titania nanomaterials.

For
first,

HCI

silica,

a typical synthesis process was given to form a silica-surfactant sol. At

2.08 g (0.01 mol) tetraethyl orthosilicate
(0.2

1.5 h to

M),

1

.8

g H2O, and

5

mL

(TEOS) from Acros was mixed with

EtOH, and the

stirring

mixture was heated

complete the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis-condensation of the

Then, the prehydrolyzed

silica

was mixed with
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5

wt

at

3

g

60 °C

for

silica precursor."

% solutions of Pluronic P

1

23 (0.13

mmol)

in

1

mL

5

tetraethoxide

ethanol and stirred for

was mixed with

10 min. After

making

infiltrated into the

was drawn
at

at

room temperature

3.2 g

sol. 4.2

HCl (12.1M) and

the silica or titania solutions, these sol mixtures were dropped and

nm

AAO membrane (Anodisc

13,

and a thickness of approximately 60

nanopores of the

room temperature under

homogeneously

filled

the

Then, the prehydrolyzed

for 10 min.

Whatman) with average

[im. Additionally,

AAO membranes with the pore size of 50 nm were also

into the

g titanium

the solution of 2.3 g Pluronic PI 23 in 12g ethanol and stirred for

nanopores of a

pore diameters of 200
synthesized

0 min. For the titania

(TEOT) from Alfa Aesar was mixed with

mixture was stirred vigorously
titania

1

AAO templates because of capillary

controlled humidity (60%), the

The

used.

solution

force. After 9 h

membrane appeared

dry and

with the mixture.

After the sol-gel process induced by solvent evaporation, one-dimensional

mesostrucutred

in

silica or titania materials

an ordered array. The

100 °Cmin"')

to

400 °C

dissolved with 5 wt

formed

pores of the template and arranged

AAO membranes was heated (heating rate

silica or titania filled

in air for 2.5

in the

h to remove the surfactant. The

AAO template was

% NaOH(aq) for 4 h, and the samples were repeatedly washed with

ethanol and water.

Characterization

The microscopic

features

of the samples were investigated using a

model scanning electron microscope (SEM)
field transmission electron

FX TEM

at

JEOL 6320

an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Bright

microscopy (TEM) studies were conducted with a

operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. For
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JEOL 2000

TEM observation, the

samples were sonicated

in

ethanol for 10

min and placed onto copper

coated and non-Formvar-coated copper grids were used for

grids.

Formvar-

TEM observation.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6.2

SEM

images of porous

silica

nanotubes: (a)

tilt

view of the

silica

nanotubes

with lower magnification. The hollow tube ends can be seen; (b) side view of a silica

nanotube with higher magnification.

The one-dimensional mesoporous
pores of the

AAO templates.

The

materials were fabricated inside the cylindrical

synthetic mixtures containing the silica (or titana)

precursor and PI 23 as structure-directing agents were dropped and drawn into the pores

of the

AAO templates by

self-assembly process

silica (or titania),

is

capillary force.

As a

result

of the evaporation of the solvent, the

driven towards the formation of micelles and the condensation of

followed by a disorder-to-order transition to provide the

mesophase structures."

final

After the removal of the surfactant by calcination and the

alumina with a weak base, mesoporous

silica

and
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titania nanomaterials

were obtained.

The microscopic

features

scanning electron microscope

of the mesoporous samples were investigated using

(SEM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

Figure 6.2 shows the

SEM

view of porous

nanotubes with lower magnification. The diameters

silica

images of porous

silica

nanotubes. Figure 6.2a shows the

and lengths (~ 60 fim) of these nanotubes correspond

From

the

SEM

50-400 nm)

of the original template.

image, one-dimensional structures were observed. The open ends of the

nanotubes can be seen from the
are hollow.

to those

(1

tilt

The branched

parts

tilt

view, indicating that the mesoporous silica materials

of the nanotubes are due

to the imperfection

of the

templates. But the branched parts also demonstrate that the entire surface of the

cylindrical pores in the

AAO membranes was coated by the precursor solution.

Figure

6.2b shows the side view of the silica nanotubes with higher magnification and the

nanopores on the tube surfaces can just be barely seen due

to the resolution

of the

SEM

instrument.

Figure 6.3

TEM

images of porous

silica

nanotubes: (a) lower magnification; (b) higher

magnification.
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The

internal structure

Figure 6.3a shows the

membrane

TEM

as a template.

of the mesoporous

image of the

silica

silica

was

nanotubes using a commercial

The open end of the nanotube

resultant nanostructures are hollow,

which

Whether the nanostructures are formed

is

further investigated by

is

AAO

clearly seen, indicating that the

consistent with the resuh from

as tubes or

TEM.

SEM.

nods could be controlled by changing

the evaporation conditions, for example, the humidity or the surface chemistry of the

walls of the membranes.

The thickness of the tube

walls,

~ 40 nm,

is

thought to be determined by the

concentration of the precursor solution and the evaporation condition during the drying
process. Figure 6.3b displays a single silica nanotube with higher magnification and very

ordered porous structure on the tube walls of the nanotube was observed. These ordered

hexagonal mesochannels with a channel size of about 4

nm was determined

by the

precursor solution and the evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) process. Detailed
analysis of the regions revealed that the pores in these regions were hexagonal ly-packed

channels concentrically wrapped around the axis of the
consistent with studies of porous silica

made

AAO nanopores.

as films that usually

This result

is

show hexagonally

ordered channels which are aligned parallel to the plane of the substrate.'^ These resuhs

demonstrate that the outer diameter of these mesostructured materials can be controlled

by the

AAO templates and the nanochannels on the tube walls

precursor and surfactant. In other words, the

is

AAO membranes with

nanostructures inside combine the advantages of porous alumina

mesoporous

silica,

determined by the

mesoporous

silica

membranes and

providing fine mesochannels which are parallel to the walls of the

alumina membrane.
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Figure 6.4 SEM images of porous titania nanorods: (a) top view with lower magnification
of titania nanorods before removing the AAO template; (b) top view with higher

AAO template; (c) side view with
AAO template; (d) side view
with higher magnification of tatania nanorods after removing the AAO templates.

magnification of titania nanorods before removing the

lower magnification of tatania nanorods after removing the

The microscopic

SEM

and

TEM.

features of the

Figure 6.4 shows the

templates with larger pore sizes

(1

SEM

From

titania

were also investigated using

image of porous

titania

nanords using

AAO

50 ~ 400 nm). Figure 6.4a and 6.4b show the top view

of titania nanorods before removing the
magnification, respectively.

mesoporous

AAO template with

lower and higher

these images, the nanopores of the
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AAO templates

were found
is

to

be partially

filled

by

titania nanorods.

measured by the software (Image j)

is

The

ratio

of the occupied area which

around 70%. The nanopores of the

AAO

templates were filled by the precursor solution completely and, after pryolysis, the

nanorods shrank and stuck to one side of the walls leaving voids

in

the pores of the

AAO

templates. These voids could be very useftil and they could be refilled with a second

material other than titania and special composite materials might be generated. For

example, the voids could be

filled

with silica precursor and a silica/titania nanocomposite

could be fabricated after the second calcination process.^°

filled

^'

Also, these voids

may be

with some hole-transporting materials such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and

form nanorod composites
dissolving the

that

may have

potential applications in photovoltaics. After

AAO membranes, titania nanostructures were released and observed again

by SEM. Figure 6.4c and 6.4d show the

titania

nanorods with lower and higher

magnificafion, respectively. However, the surfaces of the titania nanorods are comparably

rougher than those from the

silica

made under
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similar conditions.

The

titania structures

mesoporous

were further characterized by

structures. Figure 6.5a

and 6.5b show the

TEM to

TEM

investigate the

images of titania nanorods

with lower and higher magnification, respectively, hi contrast to the surface and well-

ordered structures of silica, the surfaces of the titania nanomaterials are more rough and
the mesopores are poorly ordered, hi principle, pore space can be generated through

elimination of the template by thermal treatment (calcinations). But

that, in the

it

has been reported

case of non-silica systems, an irreversible deterioration of the mesostructure

often related to the elimination of the template.""

is

Calcinations of the non-silica materials

are also often unsuccessful, resulting in either poorly ordered structures or dense, fully

collapsed materials. The two most

common

reasons for instability of the mesostructure

during calcinations are because of the modification of the valence state of the transition
metal via redox reactions or excessive crystallization growth of the inorganic part."

For

titania, reproducibility in

not good. This

and

is

is

due

obtaining high-quality mesoporous structures

to the fact that the

mechanism of formation

is

is still

kinetically controlled

often influenced by the atmospheric conditions of the experiment in which they

were prepared or other factors including time of mixing, aging time, or humidity. Choi
al.

have demonstrated that using

1

-butanol instead of ethanol

successful synthesis of mesostructured titania because of

nature."^ In their system,

its

is

very important

relatively

in the

hydrophobic

enhanced phase separation between the template and inorganic

precursor can be obtained, leading to a more well-defined mesostructure and robust

inorganic wall.

et

They have

also

shown

that the obtained titania bulk gel or thin film

produced by such modified conditions has a highly ordered two-dimensional (2D)
hexagonal mesostructure, narrow pore-size distribution, and high specific surface area.
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Therefore, the method of using 1-butanol instead of ethanol

may be

applied

in

our system

with the intent to generate one-dimensional titania mesostructures with well-ordered
pores.

Figure 6.6

SEM

images of mesoporous

titania

nanorods from

AAO templates with

smaller pores (50 nm): (a) lower magnification; (b) higher magnification.

AAO membranes can be made with
the commercially available

uniform pore sizes and distributions, unlike

AAO membranes which have

larger pores

and polydispersed

pore sizes. The size of the template can be controlled by using different anodization
conditions. These synthesized

AAO membranes can be used to produce uniformly

titania nanomaterials. Figure 6.6

using synthesized

shows the

AAO templates (d -

packed and are uniform

in size

SEM

images of mesoporous

50 nm). These

and length.
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titania

titania

sized

nanorods

nanords are hexagonally

Figure 6.7

SEM

images of titania nanotubes with rough surfaces:

(a)

lower magnification;

(b) higher magnification.

In place

make

of the traditional evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) method

the titania structures in

chamber and

dried,

we have

which the sample was placed
also tried to

make

titania

in a

to

humidity-controlled

nanomaterials using a novel

spinning method. Basically, the same titania precursor solution was used and introduced
into the

nanopores of the

containing

AAO templates.

Instead of drying slowly, the precursor-

AAO sample was put onto a spin

coater and spun at 4000 rpm.

solution dried quickly due to the spinning process. After dissolving the

the resultant structures were

were observed

in

The precursor

AAO template,

examined by SEM. Titania nanotubes with rough surfaces

Figure 6.7. The resultant structures are

in the

form of nanotubes instead

of nanorods because of the rapid evaporation of the solvent for which the precursor
solution did not have

enough time

to refill

when

the solution inside the pores of the

template was dried. Also, protrusive parts around 15
seen,

which may due

to the preferential interaction

in size

on the tube walls were

between the hydrophilic part of the

precursor solution and the aluminum oxide surfaces.
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nm

Figure 6.8

SEM

images of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanorods:

(a)

lower

magnification; (b) higher magnification.

One of the
mesoporous

reasons that

we

are interested in the fabrication of the one-dimensional

titania is that titania is a very

photovoltaic applications

when

it

is in

good electron transporting material

the right crystal form. If these

for

mesoporous

titania

nanomaterials could be infiltrated by hole-transporting materials such as poly{3-

hexylthiophene) (P3HT), heterojunction photovoltaic devices with improved efficiency

could be fabricated. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
strongly absorbing in the wavelength region 450-600

mobility of 0.1

cm"/V

s in its

a conjugated

nm

regioregular form."*" Here,

preliminary results of P3HT nanorods by infiltrating

AAO templates by

is

melting the

P3HT

at

260

polymer

that

and possesses good hole

we demonstrate some

P3HT

into the

nanopores of the

under nitrogen. From Figure

6.8,

nanorods after dissolving the membranes were observed. The diameters of the
nanords are around 50

nm which

are determined by the size of the
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is

P3HT

P3HT

AAO templates.

Conclusions
In conclusion,

we have

successfully generated one-dimensional porous silica and

titania nanomaterials with controlled

aluminum oxide

heterogeneous pore architectures using anodic

templates. Triblock copolymer Pluronic PI 23 (PEO20-PPO70-PEO20)

which was used as a structure-directing agent was mixed with inorganic precursors and
the evaporation-induced self-assembly process

was

applied.

The

resultant nanotubes

nanorods have high specific surface areas and large pore volumes." For

mesoporous structures are more ordered than the

titania nanomaterials.

and

silica, the

The pores on

the

tubes walls of these silica nanotubes were hexagonal ly-packed channels concentrically

wrapped around the axis of the

AAO nanopores.

For

titania, the

porous structures are not

very ordered which mainly due to the high temperature calcination process.

Due

to

unique characteristics of these mesoporous matierials, they can be hopefully applied to
the fields of photocatalysis, energy conversion, and molecular sensing with size

selectivity.

Also, this composite

which mesopores and tubular
forming

1

D hierarchical

membrane may

cavities can

serve as a

new and

efficient

mold

in

be incorporated with functional materials

nanocomposites and their arrays

to find

nanodevice fabrication and biomacromolecule separation.
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wider applications

in

.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Conclusions
In this thesis,

we have

studied the fabrication and characterization of different

polymer and polymer-related nanomaterials produced using anodic aluminum oxide

(AAO)

templates.

The precursor materials were introduced

into the

nanopores of the

AAO templates by wetting the walls of the nanopores. The template method described is
very powerful for generating polymeric nanomaterials and for studying the morphologies

of polymers under confinement.

Using polyacrylonitrile (PAN) as precursors,

it

was shown

that

amorphous carbon

nanotubes can be made after pyrolysis. Also, porous carbon tubes were made using
polystyrene-Z)/oc^-polyacrylonitrile

(PS-6-PAN)

as a carbon precursor.

The porous

structures and the porosity can be controlled by changing the composition

PAN. These amorphous carbon nanotubes were used

to contain

of the PS-b-

copolymer nanorods and

study the novel morphologies of block copolymer under cylindrical confinement. The

carbon tubes were used as a sleeve both to contain and protect block copolymers from
aggregation. Because the carbon tubes are transparent to electrons, the novel

morphologies of block copolymer under cylindrical confinement can be easily observed
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Consequently,

embedding

We

the sample in

common

process such as

epoxy followed by microtomy are not necessary.

have successfully fabricated amphiphiiic block copolymer nanotubes by

using polystyrene-Woc^-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-^>-PEO) solution. The hydrophobic

domains of polystyrene can keep the nanotubes
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intact in an

aqueous media and the

cylindrical

PEO chains

domains composed of hydrophilic

can be swollen, offering

channels for the diffusion of water-soluble materials. These copolymer nanotubes can
also act as

nanomasks

for selective reactions to generate silica or titania

on a curved

surface.

Instabilities in

polymer nanotubes were also studied by thermally annealing

poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA)

nanotubes.

A mechanism

for these instabilities

is

proposed, similar to traditional Rayleigh instabilities that are driven by reducing the
surface energy. Using electron microscopy, undulations in the film thickness were

observed, these undulations grew with time leaving, eventually, to nanorods with periodic

pockets of encapsulated

air.

This process can be extended to the encapsulation of one

material in another which has implications on delivery systems.

Furthermore,
placing an

we have shown

that hierarchical structures can be fabricated

by

AAO membranes and allowing the contact area to be drawn into the pores so

as to generate hierarchical structures with

two

different length scales.

controlled by the sizes of the microspheres and the pore of the

route, hierarchical surface can be

produced

in a

These can be

AAO template.

By

this

simple manner.

Inorganic porous materials (silica and titania) have also been produced by filling

AAO membranes with a solution of a triblock copolymer (PEO-PPO-PEO) mixed with
inorganic precursors. Such materials, in particular for

use in photovoltaics

In this thesis,

fabricate

if the titania

can be made

we have shown

that the

in the right

are of particular interests for

from of crystal

(anatase).

AAO membrane is a powerful tool to

polymer nanostructured materials and

We feel that these results will

titinia,

to investigate the

impact a variety of different
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fields.

confinement

effects.

Future Directions

The template method

is

very effective for the fabrication of nanomaterials.

several suggestions regarding the future

some

ideas

which are related

work

to the template

I

have

for projects discussed in this thesis and

method.

Rib Study
In Chapter 2, periodic ring-like ribs are observed along the

tube axis

in the

TEM

image (Figure

2.3).

This

solvent and the pinning of the solution to the
origin of the fomiation of the ribs

is

most

likely

due

amorphous carbon

to the evaporation

AAO membrane walls.

and controlling the

rib

of

Understanding the

formation would open

opportunities in tailoring materials on multiple length scales. Since rib formation

is

thought to arise from solvent evaporation, evaporation conditions, like concentration,
solvent type, and pore diameter can be varied. In addition,
the mechanical properties of the

in

the rib structures affect

amorphous carbon nanotubes may be

Carbon Tubes from
The method used

how

the Melt

interesting.

Method

Chapter 2 for fabricating the carbon nanotubes using

PAN

is

based on the solution method where the polymer precursor was introduced into the

nanopores

in solution.

However, the

rib structures

formed during the process may be

problematic for certain applications of these carbon tubes. Another method can be used to

make

the carbon tubes

is

the melt method,

which polyacrylonitrile (PAN) can be

introduced into the nanopores of the template by heating the polymer above
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its

melting

temperature (320 °C) followed by pyrolysis. Different from the solution method, where
the polymer chains adsorb onto the tube walls

packing, using the melt method,

may be

upon evaporation of the solvent, chains

different and the graphite structure and

properties of the resultant sample might be affected.

(a)

Figure 7.1 Carbon nanostructures by the pryolysis of lamella-forming PS-^?-PAN

nanorods.
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PS-A-PAN Nanorods
In Chapter 2, porous carbon tubes

were generated using

polystyrene-Z>/oc/:-

polyacrylonitrile (PS-Z)-PAN) as carbon precursors. Instead of a nanotube,

PS-^-PAN can

also be introduced into the nanopores as a nanorod by partial wetting.' Figure 7.1

the preliminary result that lamella-forming

of the

AAO template and, after pyrolysis,

PS-6-PAN was

shows

introduced into the nanopores

formed unique tube-in-tube carbon

structures.

This work can be continued by using polymers with different compositions or templates

with different pore

sizes.

Novel carbon

structures, like helical carbon, could be obtained

by controlling commensurability and imposed curvature on the morphology."

PS-A-PEO Nanotubes
In

Chapter

3,

PS-i-PEO nanotubes with

were produced. But the packing of the

work on

this

may

involve finding

cylindrical

cylindrical

ways

to

microdomains and, therefore, nanopores

domains

domains normal
is

to the surface

not well-ordered. Future

enhance the ordering of the cylindrical

in the thin film tubes, to

highly periodic functionality along the nanotubes.

It

generate well-defined,

has been shown that the lateral

ordering of the PS-/)-PEO thin film can be significantly improved by solvent annealing.^
Therefore, solvent annealing and other annealing techniques could be used for enhancing

the lateral ordering.

Future work on this project

may

use the

fabricate inorganic materials. For thin films,

it

PS-^-PEO nanotubes

has been shown that silica and titania

nanomaterials can be generated using PS-Zj-PEO.'*

permeable,

silica

and

titania

as templates to

^

Since the

PEO

domains are water

nanodots can be grown selectively within the cylindrical
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PEO domain

after

exposing the PS-6-PEO thin film to SiCU and TiCU

in the

presence

water.

(a)

PMMA

PMMA

PAN (Carbon

Figure 7.2 Formation of carbon balls from the

Precursor)

PMMA/PAN

annealing followed by pyrolysis.
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double layer by thermal

Instabilities

In Chapter 4, instabilities of

PMMA nanotubes were studied and nanorods with

encapsulated pockets were generated. Future work on this project

second material so as to encapsulate

it

may

involve adding a

PMMA

within spherical structures and the

nanotubes can be subsequently dissolved selectively. Figure 7.2 shows preliminary
results

when,

after

forming the

was introduced by using
instabilities

PMMA nanotubes, a second polymer (polyacrylonitrile)

a selective solvent.

Carbon nanoballs can be generated

followed by the pryolysis process. Also,

filling the

after the

pores within the nanorods

with other functional materials could be pursued with the intent of developing novel
•

structures for subsequent delivery applications.

AAO Templates with Different Pore Shapes.
The morphologies of block copolymer under 2D confinement have been studied
extensively in recent years. Xiang et

helix or toroid

al.

which are not accessible

copolymers are confined

have shown that novel morphologies such as
in the

in the cylindrical

bulk can be obtained

when

the block

nanopores of AAO templates."'

^'

^

In

most of

the studies, however, block copolymers are confined in cylindrical pores with circular

opening.

in

It

would be

interesting to study the

nanoholes with different shaped openings.

morphologies of block copolymers confined

Yu

morphologies from block copolymers confined

et al.

in

have predicted some interesting

channels of various shaped pores by
o

using simulated annealing technique (Figure 7.3). But this work has not been realized
experimentally.

Masuda

et al.

have fabricated a hole arrays architecture with square or

triangular openings by using SiC molds. ^

These new types of hole array architecture
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will

be very useful tools to study the confinement of block copolymers with the intent to
unveil novel morphologies.
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Figure 7.3 Morphologies of block copolymers as a function of the ratio Dn/Lo for
channels with various shaped cross-sections: (a) regular triangle; (c) square; (e) regular
octagon.^

Confined Morphologies of Block Copolymer Nanotubes.

Most

studies of block

copolymer confined

where the block copolymers chains packed

in cylindrical

as rods.

With

pores focus on the cases

this cylindrical

pore geometry,

both commensurability and imposed curvature influence the morphology. Another
interesting case worth studying

is

that block

copolymer chains are packed
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in the

form of

nanotubes. The commensurability and curvature effect
the tube geometry and novel morphologies

instabilities

exposed to

may

play an important role

air instead

if

may be

may behave

differently because

observed. Additionally, Rayleigh

one side of the block copolymer nanotubes

of confined by a solid surface.
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is

of

.
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